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ABSTRACT
Students are able to receive one hundred percent on
Friday's spelling test however they are not able to 
transfer their spelling words into their daily writing.
If instructors are aware of the history and development
of the English language then they will begin to
understand the miscues students make in their spelling.
If educators study the miscues students make they will be
capable of placing the students into the appropriate Zone
of Actual Development. The instruction students receive
in spelling should allow them ample time to manipulate
the letters and patterns within their spelling words and
provide time for writing.
The instructional reform proposed in Chapter Three
of this thesis covered a five two-week cycle period of
time. Students showed significant growth in their ability
to transfer their spelling words into their daily
writing. The English Language Learners benefited most
from this reform. Therefore when students are given
quality instruction for words at their level and are
provided with ample time to manipulate their spelling
words they will transfer their spelling words into their
daily writing assignments.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
There is one story that comes to my mind every time
I think about my ability to spell. In order for you to
hear the story you will need to travel back in time with
me to the early 80's when I was in elementary school. I
remember it was the time when Michael Jackson's latest
album, Thriller, came out and I wanted my dad to buy it
for me. I asked everyday for weeks for that album. My
dad, getting tired of the constant questioning and to get
me to stop asking, came up with a brilliant, fail proof
plan. He said to me, "Casie, if you get an A on your
spelling test next Friday, your mom and I will buy you
the Michael Jackson album."
Great! I knew I could do this. Everyday I sat at the
dining room table with my mom and dad and I wrote out my
spelling words 10 times each. Now you must know that I
had a very hard time with spelling words. I would write
them out every week, five times each. I did not cheat
like the kids did by just copying the letters down in
vertical lines until the word-was written five times. No,
I really tried each week on my spelling test. So what I
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did every week was to write the word one time and check
to make sure I spelled it correctly, then I would fold
the page over and write it again, and then recheck it. I 
would do this five times each day for a week until the
test. But for this one particular week the stakes were
higher than ever, I mean, it was the Thriller album by
Michael Jackson, and I decided I was going to get my
first A on a spelling test ever. I could see it all in my
mind's eye; I would study harder than ever and I would
get an A, maybe even a 100%. I would do better than my
brother Mike (who always got 100% and never studied). My
mom and dad would be so proud of me and they would buy me
the prize, the all coveted record. Because of my
determination, I would increase my spelling exercises
five times each to ten times each to insure my success. I
had a plan and I was faithful. The day of the test came
and I was proud because I tried my absolute hardest. I
gave it everything I had; I made the sacrifices.
The test was taken, graded, and I waited with
anticipation to get it back. I was gleaming with pride
for my hard work and I was ready for the reward. So you
can only imagine how I felt when my third grade teacher,
Mr. Rocha, handed me my test back and I saw that I had
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received a "C". I was crushed. When I went home that day
my Dad asked how I had done. I showed him and he said,
"Well Casie, maybe next week you will get that record."
That night we went to Target and I stood in front of the
record and I cried and cried and cried. I realized that I
had failed even when I had tried as hard I could. I think
my dad saw my grief and the effort I had put forth. He
realized I had given it my all and had really tried so he
bought the record for me (which I still have to this
.day).
This story helps me to see that this way of teaching
spelling does not work for all students; that there are
students who try with all they have and it fails them. As
an adult twenty years later, this story still pulls at my
heart strings and brings a tear to my eye. It also
explains why I was caught cheating on a spelling test in 
the 4th grade.
As an educator I feel that sometimes I fail my
students when it comes to teaching them spelling; I am
ashamed to say that I still teach it this way. In the
paper that follows I will provide the research behind the
process in which we learn to spell. We will look at some
popular techniques in which spelling is being taught
3
today in classrooms. I will also present a spelling
program that I have designed in hopes that other students
will never feel the way that I did as a child.
Statement of the Problem
In classrooms today, we find students who receive
one hundred percent on Friday's spelling test, yet they
are unable to spell the same words in Monday's writing
assignments. As an educator I believe, along with Rebecca
Sitton (1997), that a spelling test is not an authentic
assessment of a student's ability to spell. The words
found on most Friday spelling tests are arbitrary words
that the teacher has chosen, though sometimes they are
story or context-based. Often they are too difficult for
most of the students to read or pronounce, yet alone
spell, and they are seldom-used words. Jill Scott (1994)
recommends that our goal as educators is not for our
students to do well on spelling tests, rather our goal
should be for our students to use the words competently
and independently when they are expressing themselves in
their writings. I am proposing an alternative to the way
in which educators instruct students in spelling. The
current instruction does not work for all students;
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therefore a reform needs to take place that will teach
students how to spell words for everyday use, and how to
transfer these words into their written language.
Vygotsky (1978) implies that in order for instruction to
be meaningful, students must be taught in their Zone of
Actual Development. So then, why do teachers teach an
entire class a single list of words? Students are at
different developmental levels■and should be instructed
accordingly to insure their maximum level of success.
Theoretical Bases for the Study 
My views about learning fall into the category of
Socio-Psycholinguistics. I believe along with Keene and
Zimmerman (1997) that students learn best when teachers
and "classrooms permit students to discuss, ponder,
argue, restate, reflect, persuade, relate, write about,
or' otherwise work with the words and ideas they read"
(p. 161). This stated simply is my definition of
learning. A student must understand the complete text,
content, context, and implications, in order to have
completely learned it.' Simply being able to spell a word
does not qualify as knowing how to spell the word. It is
not merely enough to spell the word correctly, one must
5
have comprehension of what the word means and be able to
use it in daily writings.
Students learn most effectively in spelling and
writing when they are activity engaged in the creation
and the discovery of spelling and writing. The more 
students play with words, the better spellers they will
become. Educators spend instructional time teaching the
syntactic and the graphophonemic relations of spelling
and writing but instructors do not give the students what
will help them most: time to manipulate words, and time
to write. A good speller must also be able to use a
variety of strategies when encountering an unknown
spelling of a word.
Teachers need to consider the diversity of their
students. Not all of the students are able to read at
grade level, so why do educators expect students to spell
at grade level? Vygotsky (1978) proposed that students
learn skills needed for life through language and higher
mental functions at various levels or zones. He called
the level in which students are able to do the task
themselves the Zone of Actual Development (ZAD). Vygotsky
believed that students should be given work in this area
to practice their problem solving skills. Students
'6
achieve the greatest potential when they receive
independent work in the ZAD and they achieve the greatest
amount of learning. Vygotsky (1978) also discussed the
Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD) in which students need
to be assisted with their work. If students receive work
in their ZPD without assistance then they will reach a
level of frustration and quit the assignment. It is
imperative that educators differentiate these two zones
for students during their spelling and writing
assignments. Vygotsky (1978) believes that students
should be asked to perform in the ZAD independently and
in the ZPD when assisted by an individual more skilled in
the area then they are. By providing spelling instruction
within these two zones, students are more likely to
become more successful spellers.
Questions to be Answered
• Can spelling knowledge gleaned from weekly
spelling lists be transferred into students'
everyday writing?
• If students use the High Frequency Words as
spelling words, will their writing improve?
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• If students are responsible for definitions of
the words, will they be more likely to .use the
words in their everyday writing?
• If spelling instruction is engaging, will
students be more likely to do better in
spelling?
• Will multiple assessments help teachers get a
more accurate grade for students in spelling?
Significance of the Study 
There is a concern that the current spelling
curriculum is not meeting the spelling needs for all
students. Templeton (2003) has found that "the recent
proliferation of educational books, curriculum guides,
computer programs, and special themed issues of
educational journals on spelling witness the advent of
spelling as one of the most critical areas of interest
and concert not only among reading and English language
arts educators but among other scholars and
professionals" (p. 738). It is time that spelling is
moved into the forefront of education. It is imperative
that educators teach spelling so that students will be
able to articulate themselves as writers. However if
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educators continue to use the current curriculum, the
trend will not end.' Students will grow up to be adults
who will enter into the work force and struggle with
basic written communication skills. The instructional
strategies and activities found in Chapter Two are based
on and tested by research by the top authorities in the
field of spelling.
Definitions of Terms
High Frequency Words (HFW) - These are the words that
appear most often in adults' and students' writing
documents.
Graphophonemic relations - letter-sound correlations
Metacognition - thinking about one's own thinking
processes.
Pragmatic - Situational, social, and cultural schema that
readers bring to a text and the reading event.
(Weaver, 2002)
Priority Words - These are the High Frequency Words (HFW)
that are below a student's spelling ability. If a
student tests' into HFW 600, then the Priority Words
would be numbers 1-599. Students are responsible to
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spell these words correctly in their daily writings
(Sitton, 1997).
Semantic application - meaning-related
Syntactic structure - grammatical structure
Zone of Actual Development (ZAD) - According to Vygotsky
(1978) it is the zone in which students 'can perform
a task unassisted and independently.
Limitations of the Study
There is one major limitation to this study: time. I
was able to gather spelling assessment and writing
samples for only three months. While I believe that more
time would have provided a more comprehensive report, 
this study serves as a pilot program for the strategies
and activities contained in my research.
Organization of the Remainder of the Study 
In the proceeding chapters the following topics will
be covered in detail. Chapter two will review the
literature to discuss the origins of the English
alphabet, the miscues that students make when spelling,
the stages that students fall into when learning to
spell, and what spelling instruction educators can
10
provide to help students to become better spellers and
better writers.
In chapter three I provide a two-week lesson plan
that provides instruction that is backed by research.
Chapter three also contains information about the
population- on which the study was conducted, how the data
was collected and the analysis procedures that were
followed. Chapter four of the study is the analysis of
the data. In chapter five I provide a summary of the
entire study, and the conclusions based on the data I
collected. Chapter five also discuses the recommendations
that I have for future spelling instruction the what
research in the field of spelling should be investigated
further.
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CHAPTER TWO
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Introduction
What is the role of the educator in the field of
spelling? Are instructors to teach students how to take
tests or are teachers to prepare students to become
active readers, writers, and successful members of
society? Spelling instruction today is set up in a way
that indirectly teaches students that spelling is used
solely for Friday's test. Sitton (1997) suggests that
educators reach for a higher goal, that the teaching of
spelling should prepare students for life, for future
jobs, and to be able to write to express themselves.
Research has shown that spelling is not a magical thing
and that there is no mystery involved for the educator or
the student (Rosencrans, 1998). If educators and students
alike understand the make-up of the English language
speak today and its origins, then they will begin to
understand the multiple layers of it. Upon dissecting the
language, educators will see that students' miscues
follow the many layers of the English language. When
educators recognize the miscues students make then they
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will be able to instruct them at the appropriate level
for their spelling ability. Once students are placed in
the appropriate level of their spelling needs, then
students will be able to learn the strategies that will
enable them to become good spellers. In order for
students to become writers, readers, and active members
of society educators need to change the way in which they
teach spelling. Instructors need to invite the students
to manipulate the language and gain understanding through
experiences working with words rather than by writing
words five times each and then taking a test on Friday.
History of the English Language and Orthography 
It is important to establish the origins of the
English language in order to understand it
orthographically. The English language that is spoken in
the United States did not originally come from America.
It was established centuries ago in Europe and has been
added to by several cultures and languages. Therefore it
is a complicated language and has many levels or "tiers".
Invernizzi and Hayes (2004) state that the English
language can be broken up into three "tiers". These tiers
represent major periods of change in the language in
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which spelling, grammar, and dialects have influenced
creating the orthography of modern English. The first
tier, in which the English language was first
established, is considered the "Alphabet Tier". After the
conquest of England by William of Normandy in 1066, the
English language entered the second tier, or the "Pattern
Tier", in which the French language had a significant 
influence. In the 16th century educated men and women 
added the third tier, the "Meaning Tier", when they
borrowed vocabularies from the ancient Greeks and Romans.
Together these three tiers have continued to the English
language that is prevalent in many regions of the world
today.
To understand the first tier, the alphabet tier, it
needs to be established that our English language came
from England and is today described as Old English. Old 
English can be dated from the 6th century to the conquest 
of England by William of Normandy in 1066. The original
Old English was written with complete letter to sound
correspondence; it was a refined phonetically-pronounced
language. The long vowels sounds of Old English were
pronounced much like the French and German languages
pronounce their long vowels today. According to
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Invernizzi and Hayes (2004), "The long-e was pronounced
like the modern long-a, long-i was pronounced like the
modern long-e, and the long-a was pronounced like a
broad-a in father" (p. 218). One vowel represented both
long and short vowel sounds.■
After the conquest of England by William of Normandy
in 1066, the second pattern .tier emerged. During this
time there was an immense influx of French words in the
English language which caused the alteration of the Old
English language. The French words entered the English
language through bilingual speakers and scribes. The oral
and written language was altered when French words
replaced their English equivalent for some words and when
the French scribes used French spelling conventions for
some English words. These alterations of the oral and
written language caused the vowel sounds to be altered
permanently. Vowel sounds now were represented by vowel
digraphs. Invernizzi and Hayes (2004) assert that, "The
extensive repertoire of long vowel patterns today is
attributable to this period of history, which also
accounts for the various pronunciations of the ea vowel
pattern in words like bread, thread, great, break, meat,
and clean" (p. 218).
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During the 14th century the pronunciation of vowel 
sounds shifted and a new period of time for language was
fashioned; it is known as "The Great Vowel Shift"
(Invernizzi & Hayes, 2004, p. 218). Historians believe
that The Great Vowel Shift occurred because of the
different part of the word on which the French and the
English place the stress. For example in English, the 
stressed syllable is often in the front of a word, such
as Jack, however, the French often place the stressed
syllable at the end of a word, jaCK. During the Great
Vowel Shift the pronunciation of vowel sounds were
altered further as Invernizzi and Hayes (2004) explain:
...forcing the older vowel into the next higher
or lower articulatory position. For example,
the old long-a, which had been pronounced as a
broad-a as in calm, became the modern long-a
whose sound we hear today in words like wave,
name, or take. But in Old English, long-e had
that spot; long-e was pronounced like a modern
long-a - mean was pronounced'main. This state
of affairs forced the long-e to move to a
different spot, so it appropriated the modern
pronunciation of long-e. Unfortunately the old
16 ?
long-i used to be' pronounced like the modern
long-e (hide was pronounced heed) so it too had
to change. The old sound for long-i thus
dropped down to the space that a had left, so
the words like hide, fine, or five became the
modern diphthong sound we hear when we say
these words today (p. 218-219).
During the 16th century the English language entered
the third tier, the meaning tier. During this tier the
educated men and women of the Renaissances borrowed
vocabularies from the ancient Greek and Roman cultures.
They added these established and expanded vocabularies to
the already rich bilingual, second tier language of
English. There was an explosion of learning during this
century and classical roots and stems provided a way in
which learning could meet the demand for these new
vocabularies. Invernizzi and Hayes (2004) state that,
"The Greek roots could be compounded (e.g., autograph and
autobiography) and the meaning of Latin stems^ were
recognizable despite derivational changes (spectator,
spectacular, and inspect)" (p. 219). It is amazing to
understand the layers on which the English language is
built because understanding the layers is an insight to
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the miscues that students make in their spelling and
daily writings.
Miscues in Spelling
The connection or the relationship between the
history of the English languages -its history and
spelling is seen in the mistakes or miscues that students
make while writing. According to Bear, Invernizzi,
Templeton, and Johnston (2004) these reoccurring miscues,
or errors, have been researched and categorized into
clusters. These clusters.. are directly related to the
three tiers Invernizzi and Hayes (2004) speak of in their
research.
The first cluster of miscues deal with the
alphabetic match of letters to., sounds, . (BAD for Bed)
(p. 5); this directly correlates to the alphabet tier
where there is letter to sound correspondence. Beginning
spellers have miscues that show their lack of knowledge
of the relationship between the letters and sounds.
In the second cluster, miscues occur in letter
patterns (SNAIK for snake). These miscues may occur 
because during the 11th century the French added words and 
spelling practices to the English language, in the
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pattern tier referred to by Invernizzi and Hayes (2004),
and later on these miscues were affected by the Great 
Vowel Shift that occurred in the 14th century. Students 
make pattern miscues when they spell words that use two
letters to make one sound by only using one letter to
produce that sound. Take for example the words play and
toad, both words have four letters in them however they
both have only three sounds, /pi/ /a/ /y/ and /t/ /oa/
/d/ (Bear et al., 2004, p. 6).
The third cluster of miscues correlates directly to
the meaning tier because these miscues occur when working
with words related in meaning but not spelled
phonetically (INVUTATION for invitation). Students make
mistakes when they fail to recognize that groups of
letters represent meaning rather than following a
specific letter sound correspondence. These groups of
letters are seen in Greek, and Latin stems, prefixes and
suffixes (Bear et al., 2004, p. 6).
A student's ability to-spell moves hierarchically
from an easier, alphabetic match with an exact one-to-one
correspondence of letters and sounds to the more
difficult letter patterns. These letter patterns are the
abstract relationships between letter patterns and
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sounds. When students have mastered the letter pattern
then they move to the even more complicated relationships 
between meaning units as they relate to sound and 
pattern. Once instructors■understand the students' 
miscues then they can "place students into categories
according to their ability. Students do not lose the
ability to use sounds once they.understand patterns, or
stop using patterns once they understand meanings and 
stems. They carry their initial knowledge with them as 
they progress through the various stages of spelling 
development. Brown and Ellis (1994) explain the ability 
of a speller to use a variety of spelling strategies
learned while they progress through the letter to sound
correspondence stage, the letter patterns stage, and the 
stems or word meaning stage of spelling as "routes"
(p. 31). They have discovered two routes in which
students retrieve words in order to spell. When students
encounter a word they do not know they use the assembled
route or the non-lexical route. The assembled route is
where spellers use conventional phonic rules or phonemes
to graphemes correspondence (PGC) for spelling and apply
them to the spelling of a word. Figure 1 shows the
20
pathway in which words are spelled using the assembled
route.
Spoken Input 
"dog"
Brown, Gordon D.A., Ellis, Nick C. 1994. Handbook of spelling: 
theory, process, and intervention. West Sussex, England: John Wiley
& Sons Ltd.________________________________________________________
Figure 1. The Duel-Route Model of Spelling Production
A word is dictated to a student and "the
phonological form of a spoken item would be held in a
phonological temporary buffer (which is akin to the
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"articulatory loop" of the short-term memory) and
segmented in some way in order to apply a process of
sound to spelling conversion. This would work for
conventional sound to spelling correspondence; it would
produce phonologically plausible misspellings for
irregular words" (Brown & Ellis, 1994, pp. 32-33). After
a word has been retrieved it is placed in a graphemic
output buffer until the desired function is determined
(oral spelling, writing, or typing).
When students retrieve the spelling of a word from a
bank of words already learned in the students' memory
they are using a lexical route. Figure 1 shows the byway
in which the brain produces the correct spelling of a
word. A word is dictated to the students, the students
auditorially recognize the word if they have already
encountered this word before, then the word will be
located in a word bank, the "Orthographic Output
Lexicon". The students access their word bank, the
Orthographic Output Lexicon, either by word meaning or
the spoken word production system. While a word is in the
spoken word production system or the word meaning system,
the brain determines if the word has any special patterns
or stems in which will help them determine what the word
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is and how to spell it correctly. If the word is located 
in the Orthographic Output Lexicon the brain makes a
connection with the spelling of the word and the
pronunciation of the word. For example, if someone says
the word dog, your mind will go to the Orthographic 
Output Lexicon and will choose the letters /D/ /0/ /G/ to
spell dog.
The production of a word to spell usually comes from
the lexical route. This route is faster and more
dependable. However, not all words are formed in the
lexical route. If a speller comes across a new word and
needs to use sound to spell it, then the word would come
from the assembled route. Words may cross over from the
assembled route into the lexical route once they have
been learned. These crossed-over words may be words that
are new or irregular spellings of frequently used words.
Once the cross over has occurred, the next time the word
is needed it will come from the Orthographic output
lexicon or the word bank. However, there are cases when a
word comes from the lexical route and is still spelled
incorrectly. This is called partial lexical knowledge
(Brown & Ellis, 1994).
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In order to best understand how to instruct an
individual in spelling, instructors will need to see
where the miscues are taking place. They must ask
themselves: What area are the students struggling in:
a) the alphabetic, b) the pattern, or c)'the meaning of
spelling? By studying their miscues the instructor will
be able to determine how the spelling of the word was
transcribed, either by the assembled or the lexical
route. Looking at the miscues of the misspelled word
provides valuable information when deciding the next
instructional steps. In order to do this, instructors
must first understand the various stages of spelling
development.
Stages of Spelling
When educators look at the miscues of students'
spelling, they are able to identify the individual's
progression in their ability to spell. These miscues
guide the instructor in placing the individual student in
what Vygotsky (1978) refers to as the Zone of Actual
Development. Placing the students in the Zone of Actual
Development is important for students' success in
spelling. If they are placed in a level too complicated
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for them, they will feel frustration, and if students are
placed in a level too easy for them, they will not have
enough of a challenge and will not improve. It is
important to place them as Vygotsky (1978) suggests, in
the Zone of Actual Development because the child will be
able to perform the spelling tasks unassisted and
independently. In order to place the students in the
correct zone, first instructors need to decide the stage
of spelling the student falls into. Bear, Invernizzi,
Templeton, and Johnston (2004) categorize the miscues of
students into five different stages of spelling.
The earliest stage of spelling that Bear et al.
(2004), have found is the Emergent stage of spelling.
Students found in the Emergent stage are usually, but not
confined to, ages one to seven, and can be found in
grades pre-kindergarten, kindergarten, through mid-first
grade. These students are not reading and writing in the
conventional way and may never have been exposed to
reading and writing instruction. These students have not
yet experienced letter-to-sound correspondence and may
not understand the directionality (left-to-right
sequence) of words in texts. The students working in this
stage could have drawings that represent items, random
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marks, letter-like markings, random numbers and produce
random letters that make no connection to sound. When
students produce letters that do not correlate to sounds,
the students are in the prephonetic stage (Bear et al.,
2004).
There are subdivisions within the Emergent Stage,
the Early, Middle, and Late, which are based on
milestones in which the speller has achieved. In Figure 2
you will see the milestones which the students have
mastered and what skills they are still "using but
confusing" (Bear et al., 2004).
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Emergent Stage:
Early Emergent 
Using:
■ Drawing in large circular movements or scribbles 
that tell a. story - ■
Early Emergent 
Using but 
Confusing:
■ There are no letters or differentiation between 
the drawing and the writing.
Middle
Emergent
Using:
■ Beginning to use letters to tell about the picture 
they have drawn
■ Starting to differentiate between the drawing and 
the writing
■ Directionality of.writing
■ Words on 'a page of a book tell a story
■ Letters relate to sound.
Middle
Emergent Using 
but Confusing:
■ There is no letter to sound correspondence.
Late Emergent 
Using:
■ Single letter or two letters to represent a word 
(strongest sounding letter in the word)
■ Consistency in directionality
■ Some letter to sound correspondence
Late Emergent
Using but 
Confusing:
■ Letters that look, sound alike, and feel alike (p, 
q, d, and b).
Adapted from: Bear, Donald R., Invernizzi, Marcia., Templeton,
Shane., Johnston, Francine. 2004. Words their way: Word study for 
phonics, vocabulary, and spelling instruction. Upper Saddle River,
New Jersey: Pearson Education Inc
Figure 2. The Subdivisions in the Emergent Spelling Stage
In the very beginning of the Early Emergent, the
students may produce drawings that are merely scribbles.
The students may tell a story while drawing in large
circular movements, and if any writing occurs, there are
neither letter type figures nor differentiation between
drawing and writing. The students will eventually move
into the second subdivision of the Emergent Stage, the
Middle Emergent stage, where student will begin to use
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letters to "tell" about the picture they have drawn. At
this stage there is a differentiation between the picture
and the writing, however there is still no
letter-to-sound correspondence. The instructor will also
observe that students will begin to understand the
directionality of writing..’ Students, through instruction,
begin to see that writing occurs from the top of the page
to the bottom, and that words on the page are telling a
story that the pictures are representing. They also
realize that letters correlate to sounds.
When the students have reached this level they
understand concepts of words and naturally move into the
last level of the Early Emergent Stage, the Late
Emergent. During the Late Emergent stage the students
will use a single letter or two letters to represent a
word; it is usually the strongest sounding letter in the
word (D for down) but not always the initial sound. By
the Late Emergent Stage the students will show
consistency when dealing with directionality. They will
also have some letter to sound matching occurring. Often
the students will confuse letters that sound alike and
feel alike (p, q, b, and d). For students to move into
the next stage they must understand the alphabetic
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principle, that letters represent sounds, and that
letters create words that are read left-to-right (Bear et
al., 2004). When students understand the alphabetic
principle they move into the next stage, the Letter
Name-Alphabetic Spelling stage. In Figure 3 identifies
the skills that students in the Name-Alphabetic Stage
have learned and the skills that need supplementary
instruction.
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Letter Name Alphabetic Stage:
Early Letter 
Name
Alphabetic
Using:
■ Produce beginning consonants
■ Strong Vowel
Early Letter 
Name
Alphabetic 
□sing but 
Confusing:
■ Base of articulation of letters
Middle Letter 
Name
Alphabetic
Using:
■ Phonetic spelling strategies
■ Middle sound in words
■ Long vowel sounds
Middle Letter 
Name
Alphabetic 
Using but 
Confusing:
■ Consonant blends
■ Digraphs
Late Letter
Name
Alphabetic
Using:
■ Initial, middle, and late sounds in a word
■ Some short vowels
■ Odd spellings
■ Rhyming words
■ Word families
Late Letter
Name
Alphabetic
Using but 
Confusing:
■ Short vowels
■ Silent letters (gnat & silent e)
Adapted from: Bear, Donald R., Invernizzi, Marcia., Templeton,
Shane., Johnston, Francine. 2004. Words their way: Word study for 
phonics, vocabulary, and spelling instruction. Upper Saddle River,
New Jersey: Pearson Education Inc
Figure 3. The Subdivisions >in the Name-Alphabetic
Spelling Stage
After full mastery of the Emergent Stage, students
move into the Letter Name-Alphabetic Spelling stage.
Students in this stage are usually, but not limited to,
the age of four to nine and they are in kindergarten
through the third grade. During this stage students are
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formally taught to read. The rapid rate in which students
learn how to read varies, so this stage is broken up into 
the following subdivisions: the Early, Middle and Late
Letter Name-Alphabetic periods.
In the Early Letter Name-Alphabetic stage (Bear et
al., 2004) students are able to produce the most
significant sound of a word, usually the beginning
consonants and sometimes a strong vowel sound. Students
will spell the initial sound of the word and the ending
sound of a single syllable word; for example, train may
be spelled t or trn. By now they have mastered
directionality, and most of the letter names. They
understand the letter sound correspondence and have a
minimal understanding of digraphs and consonant blends
(Bear et al., 2004) . The writing of an Early Letter
Name-Alphabetic speller is semiphonetic,' meaning the
writing is understandable even though there are no spaces
between the words and only the initial or ending sounds
represent a word. At this stage students are still
confusing letter sounds' based on point' of articulation.
For example, a student will spell the word when with a
single y, or the word, drive as J, JRF (Bear et al.,
2004) .
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When students enter into the Middle Letter
Name-Alphabetic Spelling stage they use phonetic spelling
strategies, and focus on letter-to-sound correspondences.
Students are able to produce the middle sound in words
and name the long vowel sound. So, the word float would
be spelled FOT (Bear et al., 2004). Students are also
able to remember words they have learned and are able to
read them out of context due to the knowledge of short
vowel sounds. Students at the Middle Letter
Name-Alphabetic Spelling stage are still confusing some
of the consonant blends and the digraphs. The students in
this stage may be substituting the letter name closest to
the short vowel when trying to represent the short vowel.
At this stage spelling is definitely described as a
phonetic process (Bear et al., 2004).
When students enter the Late Letter Name-Alphabetic
Spelling stage (Bear et al., 2004), they have an
understanding of the initial, middle, and ending sound
within a word. At this stage students begin to deal with
the indistinct sounds found in words. During this stage
students will also learn the correct spelling for short
vowel sounds, and odd spellings of high frequency words.
They will learn rhyming words and word families. They
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will have a strong understanding of blends and digraphs
and common long vowel sounds: for example they would
spell float as FLOT (Bear et al., 2004). Students at this
level are still confusing short vowels, letters that have
no sound (such as gnat), and they are still struggling to
understand the silent-e at the end of words (Bear et al.,
2004). When students have mastered the skills found in
the Letter Name-Alphabetic Spelling Stage they advance
into the Within Word Spelling Stage where in Figure 4 you
will see the skills the students are able to do
unassisted and the skills that need further instruction.
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Within Word Pattern Stage:
Early Within ■ Short vowel
Word Pattern ■ Odd patterns
Using: ■ Initial and ending consonant sounds
■ Blends and digraphs
Early Within ■ Long vowel patterns
Word Pattern ■ Doubling of consonants
Using but 
Confusing:
■ Vowels with unaccented syllables
Middle Within 
Word Pattern 
Using:
■ Half of the long vowels
Middle Within ■ Vowel markers
Word Pattern ■ Consonant patterns
Using but 
Confusing:
■ Suffixes
Late Within ■ Long vowels
Word Pattern ■ Latin suffixes
Using: ■ Word meaning
Late Within ■ Homophones
Word Pattern
Using but 
Confusing:
■ Homonyms
Adapted from: Bear, Donald R. , Invernizzi, Marcia., Templeton,
Shane., Johnston, Francine. 2004. Words their way: Word study for
phonics, vocabulary, and spelling instruction. Upper Saddle River,
New Jersey: Pearson Education Inc.
Figure 4. The Subdivisions in the Within Word Spelling
Stage
The third stage (Bear et al., 2004) that student
spellers enter is Within Word Pattern Spelling. Students
at this stage are usually, but not limited to, six to
nine years of age, and are in the first through fourth
grades. Generally, if students have not struggled to
learn to read, then they will often enter the Within Word
Pattern Spelling stage in the first grade. However, if
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students are struggling readers, they will progress at -
different rates. In fact many low skilled adults remain
in this stage for their entire life (Bear et al., 2004) .
Because of the discrepancy of abilities noted across this
stage of spelling development, students can be identified
by several subdivisions. Students in this stage are able
to read two hundred to four hundred sight words, and they
are able to independently read predictable or familiar
texts without the support provided by a teacher. This is
because of their knowledge of short vowel patterns and
letter sounds. Students within the first subdivision,
Early Within Word Pattern, understand initial and final
consonant sounds. They are able to read and produce
consonant blends and digraphs. They understand short
vowel sound patterns and infrequently used short vowels.
They comprehend frequently used long vowels. During the
stage of Early Within Word Pattern Spelling, teachers
focus their instruction on long vowel patterns. Students
are still confusing long vowel patterns and over
generalizing them. They have a difficult; time doubling 
consonants and with vowels in unaccented, syllables (Bear
et al., 2004) . ■ •
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Once students have mastered Early Within Word
Pattern, they move into the Middle Within Word Pattern.
Within this subdivision they know more than half of the
long vowel sounds words in single syllable words.
Students at this level are still confusing long vowel
markers and consonant patterns. Students are becoming
more familiar with unaccented vowels in syllables,
however they only understand frequently used words that
contain unaccented vowel sounds. At this subdivision
students are still confusing suffixes such as ed or ing
(Bear et al., 2004).
During the Late Within Word Pattern students are
able to perform all of the skills in both the early and
middle subdivisions and are beginning to understand
single syllable long vowel sounds. At this subdivision
students know the most commonly used Latin suffixes.
While students are developing their knowledge of the
English language at this time, they are becoming familiar
with word meaning and need to be exposed to concepts such
as homophones and homonyms (Bear et al., 2004). After
students comprehend the last stage in the•Word Within 
Word Stage they move into the Syllables and Affixes 
Spelling Stage. Within this stage the students fall under
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the three subdivisions of Early, Middle, and Late,
depending on the skills they are capable of 
accomplishing. These skills are found in Figure 5.
Syllables & Affixes Stage:
Early
Syllables & 
Affixes Using:
■ Initial and ending consonant
■ Consonant blends and digraphs
■ Short and long vowels
■ Suffixes
Early
Syllables & 
Affixes Using 
but Confusing:
■ Dropping e when adding a suffix
■ Doubling of consonants
■ Long vowels
■ Reduces vowels with accented
Middle 
Syllables & 
Affixes Using:
■ Doubling of consonants
Middle 
Syllables & 
Affixes Using 
but Confusing:
* Syllables with less stress 
■ Syllable junctures
Late Syllables 
& Affixes
Using:
■ Long vowels
■ Reduces vowels with accented
Late Syllables 
& Affixes
Using but 
Confusing:
■ Some suffixes and prefixes
■ Derivationally related pairs of vowels or of 
consonants
Adapted from: Bear, Donald R., Invernizzi, Marcia., Templeton,
Shane., Johnston, Francine. 2004. Words their way: Word study for 
phonics, vocabulary, and spelling instruction. Upper Saddle River,
New Jersey: Pearson Education Inc.
Figure 5. The Subdivisions in the Syllables and Affixes
Spelling Stage
The fourth major stage in which students learn how
to spell is called the Syllables and Affixes Spelling
Stage. Students found in this stage are usually, but not
restricted to, the age of eight to the age of thirteen
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and are in grades third through eight grade. Usually
students in this stage are upper elementary students to
middle school aged students because they are starting to
have a greater emphasis on content area reading. During
this stage students are studying words from an analytical
view; they are discovering where syllables and meaning
come from and how they affect words (Bear et al., 2004) .
In the Early Syllables and Affixes Spelling Stage
students are able to hear and distinguish between the
initial and final consonant sounds and they can
differentiate consonant blends and digraphs. Students
know and use correctly most short and long vowel
patterns. Students no longer struggle with suffixes such
as ed, however, they are confused as to when to drop an e
when adding a suffix. During this subdivision students
are still confusing the doubling of consonants. They
continue to struggle to understand long vowel patterns in
accented syllables and the reduced vowel in an accented
syllable (Bear et al., 2004).
Students within the Middle Syllables and Affixes
Spelling Stage are able to perform the above skills and
have mastered the doubling of consonants with and without
dropping the e. At these subdivisions students are
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confused with spelling words whose syllables receive less
stress, and spelling sounds at syllable junctures that
are found in single syllable words (Bear et al., 2004) .
In the last subdivision, the Late Syllable and
Affixes Spelling Stage, students have mastered the skills
found in the early and middle subdivisions and they have
mastered the long vowel pattern in accented syllables.
Students at this level are still confused with some
suffixes and prefixes. They have not grasped the ideas
behind alternation in derivationally related pairs of
vowels or of consonants (Bear et al., 2004). When students
reach this point of learning they move into the next
spelling stage, the Derivational Relations Spelling
Stage. In Figure 6, you will see the abilities of the
speller and the areas where they would benefit from
instruction. You will also notice that the lines of the
three subdivisions are beginning to blur due to the fact
that the students are becoming excellent spellers.
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Derivational Relations Stage:
Early Deriva­
tional 
Relations
Using:
■ Understand most vowel and consonant alternations
Middle Deriva­
tional 
Relations
Using:
■ Understand common Latin suffixes
Late Deriva­
tional 
Relations
Using:
Early, Middle, 
and Late 
Derivational 
Relations
Using but 
Confusing:
■ Unaccented or schwa sounds
■ Silent consonants
■ Doubling of consonants
■ Some vowel alterations in derivationally related 
pairs
* Some uncommon suffixes and prefixes Unfamiliar 
derived forms of Greek, Latin, and other foreign 
borrowings
Adapted from: Bear, Donald R., Invernizzi, Marcia., Templeton,
Shane., Johnston, Francine. 2004. Words their way: Word study for 
phonics, vocabulary, and spelling instruction. Upper Saddle River,
New Jersey: Pearson Education Inc.
Figure 6. The Subdivisions of Derivational Relations
Spelling Stage
The final stage which Bear et al. (2004) discusses
is the Derivational Relations Spelling Stage. During this
stage we find three subdivisions: Early, Middle, and
Late. Students at this level spell most words correctly.
At the Early subdivision students have gained
understanding of most vowel and consonant alternations,
and during the Middle subdivision they have expanded
their knowledge of common Latin suffixes. At all three
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subdivisions students are still confused with unaccented
or schwa sounds, silent consonants, doubling of
consonants, and some vowel alternation in derivationally
related pairs. Students may find themselves confused with
some uncommon suffixes and prefixes, unfamiliar derived
forms of Greek and Latin, and foreign borrowings (Bear et
al., 2004). Once educators are able to understand the
stages of spelling development that students progress
through, then they are able to pin point the exact level
of instruction for the individual students.
Spelling Instruction
Spelling instruction needs to be more meaningful to
students. Instructors should not want students to believe
that spelling is a word list and a test on Friday. As
educators, the goal for spelling is to have students use
words to express themselves clearly as writers. If
educators solely base students' spelling ability on
spelling tests then students will come to understand that
"spelling is for exercises, not for writing" (Graves,
1976, p. 90). Spelling is more than studying one list of
words for a week and then taking a test; it consists of
graphophonemic relations, semantic application, syntactic
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structure, and pragmatic use of the word (Rosencrans,
1998) . In order for students to spell in the primary-
grades, they must be able to detach and distinguish
individual sounds of letters. In the primary grades the
dependency on phonics is crucial for .students to learn to
read and to spell. For the middle grades teaching phonics 
does not improve the students/ .spelling ability. When
students at this level depend on phonics too much it
creates a poor spelling ability because students are
encountering words that are more complex, and have
non-phonetic patterns. Students are dealing with words
based on meaning, and word history. Because the focus of
the word has changed from phonetic to non-phonetic
patterns, phonetics is no longer a reliable spelling
strategy for spelling these multisyllabic words. Upper
grade students need spelling instruction that is
engaging, that allows time for peer and teacher
conferencing, and that allows them to practice applying
the strategies in their reading and their writing.
"Middle school students do not remain cognitively or
emotionally engaged if instruction is about rules and
assignments are artificial tasks" (Wheatley, 2005, p. 8).
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It is vital that students have a cognitive and
emotional connection with learning, as Lyons points out
in her neuroscience research, "The limbic system can
either facilitate or shut down the processing system if
it fails to find some kind of challenge (novelty
detection) and personal and emotional connection for
whatever the brain is being asked to do" (Lyons, 2003,
p. 30). Vygotsky (1978) proposed that "every function in
the child's cultural development appears twice: first, on
the social level, and later on the individual level;
first, between people and then inside the child. This
applies equally to voluntary attention, to local memory,
and to the formation of concepts. All the higher
functions originate as actual relations between human
individuals." Jonathan Wheatley (2005) surveyed teachers
and students and found that spelling was the least
enjoyed subject taught in school for both teachers and
students. If educators would like students to be better
spellers then there needs to be a change in the spelling
curriculum and instruction.
Rebecca Sitton (1997) agrees that a reform of the
spelling curriculum needs to take place. She proposes
that the reform start with the spelling words in which
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educators ask students to spell. Sitton (1997) suggests
that the arbitrary words that are used for spelling lists
be replaced by the high frequency words. The high
frequency words are the words that appear most in an
adult's and a student's writings. There are over 1200
words on the high frequency word list and they make up
90% of all words in most documents (Sitton, 1997). The
words that are used for spelling word lists are not words
that appear most often in writing; they are
pattern-based, content-based, or chosen by the teacher or
the students. It is harmful to ask students to try and
spell words they are unable to read or pronounce. These
words are not always words that appear most frequently in
writing, and they are not words that are needed to be a
literate, expansive writer. If students are unable to
spell the high frequency words, then they are unable to
write basic literary documents. Sitton (1997) suggests
that the words should be introduced in the order in which
they appear on the high frequency list. The words should
then be divided up according to grade levels so that the
students are exposed and re-exposed to them. The primary
grades should receive the first set of words that appear
and they should receive the. least amount of words.
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Changing the word list is not the final change to the
curriculum that needs to take place; the entire
instructional procedure needs to be modified. Not only do
the curriculum and the instruction procedures need to be
modified, the goals need to be reevaluated. In Figure 7
there are six goals that need to be the focus of spelling
instruction to ensure a better and greater quality
spelling instruction.
1. Strategies 
for spelling to 
be used in 
daily writings.
2. Develop 
sound to 
letter
correspondence
3. Have an 
understanding 
of the rules of 
spelling.
Spelling Goals for 
Quality Instruction
4. Discuss 
analysis and 
thoughts of 
words.
5. Monitor and 
self-correct 
spelling in 
daily writing.
6. Spelling 
instruction and 
activities that 
are more 
encaging.
Rosencrans, Gladys. 1998. The spelling book: Teaching children how 
to spell, not what to spell. Newark, Delaware: International Reading 
Association.
Wheatley, Jonathan P. 2005. Strategic spelling: Moving beyond word 
memorization in the middle grades. Maple Ridge, British Columbia: 
International Reading Association.
Goals adapted from, Rosencrans 1998 & Wheatley 2005_________________
Figure 7. Goals for Spelling Instruction.
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Focusing on these goals during spelling instruction
will provide the students with the opportunity for
success in their writing.
Word Lists
The instruction of the spelling needs to be
differentiated for the multiple abilities of the
individual students which are found in a classroom.
Students need to assessed through spelling tests and
writing samples to identify their Zone of Actual
Development (Vygotsky 1978). Once the assessments have
been completed then students need to be placed into the
correct spelling stage (Bear et al., 2004) and given the
appropriate amount of words. Once students receive the
words they are to learn to spell, then they are also
given a list of what Sitton (1997) refers to as the
"Priority Words". The priority words are the words
students should be expected to spell correctly in their
every day writings. These words are found in their Zone
of Actual Development (Vygotsky 1978). In this zone the
students are able to perform the assigned task without
aide from the teacher or from peers. To ensure that
students spell these words correctly in their writings
they may use a list of the words as a reference. Using a
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reference list to ensure the spelling of the priority
words provides students with skills on how to use
reference materials and practice correctly writing the
words, which in turn will move the words into the
Orthographic Output Lexical (Brown.'& Ellis, . 1994) . Once
the students are given the appropriate level and amount
of words for their ability, then they .need to begin
working with the words.
Students should begin with a pretest of the words.
Students need to correct their own pretest in order to
visually recognize their mistakes. Research done by
Edmund Henderson (1990) shows that students who self
correct their pre-tests do better on the end of the week
test than students who do not. When students correct
their pretest, Sitton (1997) suggests they fold the paper
in half: One side issued for the pretest and the second
side is the area where the students should write the
correction to the words they spelled incorrectly on the
pretest. They should write the word on the same
corresponding line so they can see the spelling mistakes
they made.
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Spelling Strategies
It is imperative for students to understand how to
approach and confront words that they are unsure how to
spell. Rosencrans (1998) says that educators need to
demystify spelling for students and help them understand
that spelling is not a magic process but rather, there
are strategies students can learn to help them attempt
words they do not know how to spell.. Along with •
Rosencrans (1998), Dalh et al. (2003) agrees that
specific spelling strategies can assist students in
undertaking difficult words. Dalh et al. (2003) comprised
a list of five strategies that engage students. These
strategies are presented below.
1. Strategies for Visualizing: Students use the
visual memory of words from print.
a) Remembering words from books: Students
visualize a word from a text or other print
and use this visualization in order to spell
the word.
b) Picture words: Visually picturing words in
their mind and then trying to spell it.
c) Trying alternatives: Students write down the
ways they think the word is spelled in order
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to decide which alternative is the correct
spelling.
d) Visual images: Good spellers combine words
segments with a visual image of the word
(Rosencrans, 1998, p. 16).
2. Strategies for Making Connections: Students use
previous knowledge in order to produce the
spelling of a word.
a) Using word families and analogies: Using
their word knowledge of familiar words to
understand new words, such as word families
and rhyming elements.
b) Starting with known patterns: Using groups of
letters regardless of location in a word to
aide in spelling of the whole word.
c) Building words: Using a root or a base of a
word and then adding on the affixes to build
a word.
3. Strategies for Focusing on Sounds:
a) Sounding out: Sounding out each letter and
matching it with the appropriate letter sound
correspondence to cue auditory memory.
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b) Chunking: Chunking parts of the word into
small decodable words.
c) Good spellers tend to use phonics initially
then add visual and semantic information
(Rosencrans, 1998, p. 16).
4. Strategies for Reflecting: Students reflected on
their own writing samples and edited them.
a) Verifying the spelling: Check to make sure
the words are spelled correctly.
b) Correcting the errors: Find and correct any
mistakes. Mistakes include omitted letters,
substitutions, reversals, and letters written
in a hurry that are poorly formed and
unclear.
c) Checking with' resources: Use any form of a
resource to correct spelling. These resources
could include dictionaries, -word walls, word
journals, computer spell check, or any other
form of print where there is correct spelling
provided.
5. Strategies for Combining. Information: Working with
multiple strategies by combining any of the above
strategies to form the spelling of a word.
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Instructional Activities
The lessons that teachers are using in their
classrooms simply do not work. Students generally study
arbitrary words to memorize them for Friday's test, yet 
they never have quality discussions or participate in
analytical activities with the words. Richard Gentry
(1987) says of word memorization that teachers are
teaching "dead symbols with no bridge between facts and,
...experiences" (p. 5). There are instructional
activities that can be used to enhance students'
knowledge of words and spelling. Jill Scott (1994)
provides an extensive list of activities that instructors
can do to help their students (p. 53-56).
1. Teacher modeling: Students need to see how an
adult figures out the spelling of an unknown word.
Think-alouds demonstrated by the teacher will
provide an opportunity for the students to see the
process. "
2. Morning message: Students need to practice the
correction of conventions daily. Buchaman (1989)
says that, "spelling conventions are truly
understood and learned when (children) discover
the connections themselves" (p. 72). A great
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activity that will provide practice in correcting
conventions are Daily Oral Language activities.
These activities are verbally corrected sentences
chosen by the teacher. The teacher writes the
grammatically incorrect sentence on the board and
the students correct them. The teacher chooses a
convention that the students have already learned
or in an area where the class has shown a need.
Together they work through the corrections,
discussing and analyzing each word within the
sentence.
3. Labels and signs: In the primary classrooms or in
classrooms where there are English Language
Learners, a teacher can label items around the
room to provide visual reminders of how to spell
the items.
4. Wall charts: Teachers and students can create
charts for the walls that list the difficult
spellings or the irregular spellings of words.
5. Pattern charts: Teachers and students can create
charts that discuss the patterns found in words or
list word families. These charts can also, provide
root and Latin based words.
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6. Spelling Big Book or Spelling Books: When pattern
charts have been learned and they are no longer
needed as quick references, then students can
create books with them and use them later if a
reference is needed.
7. Journals: Students need journals to practice daily
writing and for the opportunity to practice the
priority and spelling words in their writing.
8. Conferences: Calkins (1986) and Graves (1983) both
suggest that teachers have conferences with their
students to discuss the areas students need to
focus on in their spelling and writing.
9. Difficult word lists or word cards: Rosencrans
(1998) calls the words that students struggle with
"demon words". She suggests that these words
should be kept in the students' desks for quick
reference. They can either be in a list form or on
index cards.
10. Proofreading and publishing: Students need to see
the purpose of accurate spelling in their writing.
Students will get this validation through the
writing process. Jill Scott (1994) believes that
"the crux of a successful spelling program is to
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teach student how to proofread their own writing
for ultimate publication" (p. 54).
11. Strategies for proofreading:
a. Circle misspelled words, and have the’
students go back through the paper to correct
the misspelled words (Wilde, 1992). If the
students are in an early spelling stage, then
the teacher may provide the correct spelling
for the words on an additional sheet of paper
and have the students self correct using that
list.
b. Allow for a certain number of misspelled
words in a paper.
c. Focus, on one word at a time, proofreading is
not reading. Bean and Bouffler (1991) suggest
that the students use a ruler to uncover one
word at a time. This ensures that students
proofread and do not read.
d. Does it look right? Give it a go: Write the
word several times to see which one looks
correct. Discuss which word looks right with
their spelling partners or during conference
with their teacher (Routman, 1991).
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12.
13.
14 .
Interesting words, compound words, word families,
and word histories: While students are working
with their spelling words in any activity, the
teacher should take the opportunity to point out
other words that share a connection, such as a
compound word, a word family, the history of the
word and other words with the same history, as
well as any interesting fact about the word.
Words within words: Show students how to chunk
words into smaller segments.
Word sorts: Bear et al. (2004) advocate,
i. "Excelling at word recognition, spelling, and
vocabulary is not just a matter of memorizing
isolated rules and definitions. The best way
to develop a fast and accurate perception of
a word's features is to engage in meaningful
reading and writing, and to have multiple
opportunities to examine these same words out
of context. The most effective instruction in
phonics, spelling, and vocabulary, links word
study to the text being read, provides a
systematic scope and sequence of word-level
skills, and provides multiple opportunities
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for hands-on practice and application"
(P- 4) .
15. Bear et al. (2004) also suggest that the benefits
of word study are enormous, "The purpose of word
study is twofold. First, through active
exploration, word study teaches students to
examine words to discover the regularities,
patterns, and conventions of English orthography
needed to read and spell... Second, word study
increases specific knowledge of words- the
spelling and meaning of individual words" (Bear et
al., 2004, p. 4). Other researchers such as Dalh
et al. (2003) see the value of word study
programs, "word study program needs to' be part of
an effort to improve spelling achievement.
Developmental word study is an active learning
approach to studying the basic principles of 
spelling" (Dalh" et ' al. , '2003,” p. 310) .' Word study
gives the s.tudents ..experience working and
experimenting with words,.(Bear et al., 2004,
pp. 7-8).
16. "Students need hands-on experiences comparing and
contrasting words by sound so that they can
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categorize similar sounds and associate them
consistently with letters and letter combinations.
This process is the heart of the alphabetic
principle" (Bear et al., 2004, p. .7) .
17. "Students need hands-on experiences comparing and
contrasting words by consistent spelling patterns
associated with categories of sound" (Bear et al.,
2004, p. 8).
18. "Students need hands-on experience categorizing
words by meaning, use, and parts of speech" (Bear
et al., 2004, p. 8).
19. Word study must be done at the developmental level
of the speller. It must match up with the
students' knowledge of words. Word study is not to
be taught to an entire class; rather it is to be 
taught to groups whose spelling abilities match
up.
20. Word banks or personal dictionaries: Provide
personal dictionaries for students to place words
in that they struggle with. This guick reference
provides them with the words correct spelling
during their writing.
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21. Words games: Students should be allowed to
practice with games that challenge their ability
to spell. Some game ideas are Scrabble, Boggle, or
Hangman. Jill Scott (1994) suggests students be
given the opportunity to look for words, "such as
reading familiar poems and songs on charts,
reading big books, writing and reading charts
stories- anything where the child is attending to
print can help spelling awareness" (p. 52).
22. Irregular spellings: Students have other options
to learn the irregular spellings of words, other
than just memorizing them. Students could try
using mnemonic devices. Rosencrans (1998) suggests
that students mark with a colored pencil a clue in
one part of a word that will help them gain a
visual aide in future remembrances of the word.
23. Word hunts: Provide students with opportunities to
look for their word lists in writings around the
room, in texts that they are reading, or in any
type of print. Griffith (1991) mentions that texts
that play with language and uses rhyme,
alliteration, and patterns can focus children's
attention on words and their spellings.
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24.
25.
26.
27.
Discovering the rules.
Applying the known to the unknown.
Cloze paragraphs: Rosencrans (1998) advocates that
teachers cover up part of the words (a pattern, a
blend, or a digraph) in a paragraph and allow
students the opportunity to discover the missing
portion of the word. When students use cloze
paragraphs they are forced to observe the focused
word structure the teacher has chosen for that
particular cloze paragraph. Students also utilize
metacognition and visualization strategies while
trying to solve the puzzle. Another benefit of a
dozed paragraph is it allows students to examine 
spelling structure in context, and apply spelling
rules. Rosencrans (1998) says that the cloze
paragraph needs to be a complete literary document
in order for students to successfully complete it
(p. 81) .
Environment matters: The students need to feel
safe and secure in order to play with words and
have no fear about taking chances in their
writing. Rosencrans (1998)' says that classrooms
where competition occurs or the teacher calls
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attention to distinctness that the students begin
to feel self-conscious and do not do as well on
tasks. Students learn best in cooperative groups
where they can have one-on-one discussion with
peers about their spelling and their writing.
Summary
When educators understand the make up of the English
language and its multiple layers, they will appreciate
the complexity of it. Once educators understand the
layers of language, they will begin to understand the
miscues that students make and why they make them. It is
imperative for instructors to understand the miscues of
spelling in order to properly place students in their ZAD
(Vygotsky, 1978) so that the instruction will be at the
students' level, they will gain the most knowledge and
feel the most success.
The way in which educators currently provide
spelling instruction works if the goal of spelling
instruction ends on Fridays after the spelling test. But
it does not. Instructors need to rethink the activities
they are using to teach spelling. They need to ask
themselves if the activity is teaching the student how to
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memorize a word for a test or if is it teaching the
student to dissect the word so they understand it and can
use it in their writing. There will be no change in the
ability of students to transfer their spelling word list
into their daily writing until teachers reexamine their
spelling instruction goals. Only when the goals change
and the instruction changes, will students become better
spellers and writers.
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CHAPTER THREE
METHODOLOGY
Often students practice their teacher-assigned
spelling words daily. They write the words five times
each, create sentences for the words they'do not know,
write a story using all of the words, and if they are
lucky, they may get to solve a crossword puzzle or a word
search using their spelling words. The spelling word
lists are generated in two major ways: they consist of 
either pattern-based words or content/story-based words.
Without fail, the students take a spelling test every
Friday before moving to a new spelling list the following 
week. This process occurs throughout the school year in
most classrooms across the nation.
If this method of teaching spelling is successful
enough to do so religiously, then why do students not
transfer their spelling word knowledge into their daily
writings? I believe the answer is a simple one: it does
not work. A major reform to the way spelling instruction
takes place needs to occur in order to get students to
make the transfer their of spelling knowledge into their
writing. The students need to understand that spelling is
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not for Friday's test, rather it is for expression of
oneself through writing, and allows them to communicate
efficiently and clearly in writing. For students to
achieve this goal, they need to have opportunities to
look at words. Students need time to discuss, argue,
dissect, manipulate, and ask the teacher questions about
words. The teacher needs to provide the-foundation of the
language. However, the student must be responsible for
building the walls of understanding. A building can not
stand without a firm foundation, and a foundation without
walls is just a slab of cement. The teacher and students
must construct the building of words together. To support
my contention that the way spelling is currently taught
in schools is ineffective, I have developed and piloted a
spelling program for use at the elementary school level.
The following chapter will detail the program and clarify
the procedures used to collect and analyze the spelling
data.
Research Design
The study was conducted using a mixed design. This
is a case study of the impact of spelling strategies on 
my 6th grade class. The data consisted of: observations of
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the students manipulating the spelling words, anecdotal
notes taken while observing the students, and the
collection of writing samples across time. The
Intermediate Spelling Inventory (Bear et al., 2004) found
in Appendix A, was the baseline spelling inventory used
to place students into their initial spelling groups.
This inventory was also given at the end of the pilot
study to measure growth.
Data was collect by four formal language arts tests
and bimonthly spelling assessments, all explained in
detail in the following section, sample population. I
acted as a participant-observer in the pilot study. I
mediated the students learning and observed their growth
across a six week time period.
Sample Population
The elementary school in which I work is a Title I
School. Schools are designated as Title I based on low
performance on the state test and low socioeconomic
status. Every student qualifies to receive free breakfast
and free lunch. Being a Title I School entitles the
school to an additional $6,128.00 dollars per student,
per year. These funds are to be used to pay for
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additional academic needs, such as instructional
materials, staff development, instructional assistants,
and after-school programs. The families we service fall
into the low socioeconomic status.
The school is a kindergarten through sixth grade
school. There are 306 students currently enrolled. The
major ethnic group represented is Hispanic. All of the 
students in my 6th grade class are from the Hispanic 
ethnic group with 60% of my students being classified as
English Language Learners. Figure 8 shows the breakdown
of the other racial and ethnic subgroups found throughout
the school.
Racial and Ethnic Subgroup -i o i a
□ African American
■ American Indian or Alaska Native
□ Asian
□ Filipino
■ Hispanic or Latino
□ Pacific Islander
■ White (Not Hispanic)
□Multiple or No Response
Figure.8. Racial and Ethnic Subgroups
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Last year the school suspended 51 students and had
an overall rate of 8.46% suspensions. There were no
students expelled. In this school where I teach, 91.7% of
the teachers are compliant with the No Child Left Behind
Act thus classifying them as highly qualified teachers.
The population in this study were randomly selected
students who were placed into my sixth grade class. Their
abilities range from one Gifted and Talented (GATE)
student, one student who receives Resource Specialist
Program (RSP) services, and to three students who have
been in the United States under two years. The rest of
the students receive no other special services. Their
reading levels range from students who are reading above
grade level to students who are reading several grades
below grade level. In Figure 9., the breakdown shows that
less than half of the students are at grade level. These
figures were obtained from their scores on the Scholastic
Reading Inventory administered in the fall of 2005-2006
school year.
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Reading Levels (Fall 2005)
□ 9th H8th □ 7th □ 6th ■ 5th
□ 4th S3rd □ 2nd ■ 1st
Figure 9. Reading Levels
To best understand my students' abilities we should
look at their formal and informal test scores in Language
Arts. I will be using three different formal reading test
scores, and two different informal assessments. The data
collected using these measures will be triangulated in
order to provide an accurate picture of the students'
skill level. These assessments will focus on the
following areas: word analysis and vocabulary, reading
comprehension, literary response and analysis, writing
strategies, and written and oral language conventions.
All of the data was scored according to my district's
grading scale which is found in Figure 10.
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Advanced . 90%-100%
Proficient 80%-89%
Basic 70%-79% '
Below Basic 60%-69%
Far Below Basic 0%-59%
Figure 10. Grading Scale for District
The first test used to determine my students'
abilities is the districts Criterion Reference Test
(CRT). This test is taken twice a year, once in the fall
and once in winter. Figure 11 shows the results of my
students on the fall 2005 CRTs in language arts. Their
abilities ranged from the highest score, 91%, to the
lowest score of 13%.
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Figure 11. Results for the District Criterion Reference
Test (Fall 2005)
The second test used to determine my students'
abilities was the Pulliam test. My district hired the
Pulliam Company to create a pacing guide for teachers to
use so that they will be on target with their curriculum
for the state test. The pacing guide lays out each lesson
to be taught and on what day. Every three months Pulliam
tests our students to project the outcome on the state
test. The last Pulliam test was given to my students in
fall 2005 in language arts; Figure 12 shows the results.
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Pulliam Test
21% 0% 13%
□Advance HProficien
□Basic □Below
■Far Below
Figure 12. Results for the Pulliam Test (Fall 2005)
The last formal test used to determine my students'
abilities is the 4Sight reading test administered by
Success For All (S.F.A.). My school uses S.F.A. for its
reading program. S.F.A. is a reading program where all
the students are tested and then placed into reading
classes according to their reading ability. Figure 13
shows the results of my students' tests. The highest
score achieved by one of my students was 87.5% and the
lowest score was 12.5%.
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4Sight Test 
(Success For All)
14%
□Advance ■Proficien
□Basic □Below
■Far Below
Figure 13. Results for the 4Sight Test (Success For All, 
December 2005) .. ' .
As you can see from the results of the three
assessments given in the fall of 2005 in.language arts, 
the majority of the . students are -reading below grade 
level and the majority--of the student's' are’basic or below 
basic in language arts skills.
Data Collection Procedures
The reform that I am proposing has been designed
based on the spelling research found in the Review of the
Literature along with research that has been gathered in
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my pilot study. In this study, I acted as a
participant-observer while collecting data from my 6th 
grade students. Data was collected and analysis was done
within a three month time period. This means that the
data gathered covers six two-week cycles. I will know if
the supplementary instruction is working because the
students will be able to transfer their spelling words
into their daily writing assignments. Students will also
increase their baseline scores on the Intermediate
Spelling Inventory. Students will show growth in their
knowledge of words. The growth of word knowledge will be
shown through the elevated scores on the definition and
focus skill bimonthly assessments.
After the students were assessed through the
collection of baseline writing samples and the
Intermediate Spelling Inventory (Bear et al., 2004), they
will be placed in groups according to their abilities,
and given a list of the Priority Words (Sitton, 1997),
found in Appendix B. Student's are responsible for
spelling their Priority Words correctly in all of their
daily writing assignments. They will also be given a
spelling list according to their ability. Not all of the
students in the class are expected to spell the same
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words correctly. This is due to the fact that the
students are at different reading levels. I have
developed a lesson plan for a period of two weeks, found
in Appendix C, so that the students can work with each 
spelling list to give them time to manipulate the words
and to have as many hands-on activities with them as
possible. I have also chosen a two-week period of time
because it correlates with the writing process I have
established in my classroom environment. My goal for the
reform was to get students to use their spelling words in
their writing. There is not a set time limit for spelling
word lists, if the students need more or less time it is
up to the instructor and the individual students needs.
Lists may be revisited at later times as needed. The
following section details a two-week spelling instruction
cycle.
Week One
On Monday of week one, the students will be given
their group spelling word list, found in Appendix D. The
students will first take a pre-test of their new spelling
words, and then they will self correct their own spelling
pre-tests. I feel that it is imperative that the students
know that the pre-test does not count against their
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grade; the purpose is for them to see the words they do
not know how to spell already and the mistakes they have
made while trying to spell them. The students will need
to fold their spelling pre-test paper in half: on one
side the students will do the pre-test, on the other side
the students will make any corrections needed for any
misspelled words. The students need to make the
corrections on the corresponding line as the mistake in
order to visually see the mistake they made.
As a group, the students and I will take a look at
these words. We will first read them and discuss their
meaning to determine if they are like any other words we
know, such as the affixes we have studied or any synonyms
for any of the words. Once the group has looked at the
list they will be dismissed back to their desks for
individual work. At this time I will call up another
group and repeat the process until all of the groups have
received their spelling word lists. I would recommend
keeping a minimal number of groups for organizational
purposes, for the amount of work that will be needed for
grading and for the group work that will need to be
created.
7 4
At the student's desks, students will be responsible
for writing their own words on 3x5 index cards to use
later for any of the word sort activities. Once they have
written their words on the index cards they need to sort
them by vowel sounds, either long or short. After the
students have done this several times and have the
ability to see patterns in their words, they may sort the
words by any category they wish. I would only recommend
this if the students are capable. If they are unable to
do sorting without a sorting topic and are asked to, they
will become frustrated and stop.
Once the students have sorted their 3x5 cards into
long and short vowel sound categories, they will need to
copy the words down into their writing journals. These
will then be discussed during tomorrow's group time. If 
the students do not finish, they can complete the
assignment for homework. During the writing time on
Monday of week one, the students will be asked to
brainstorm ideas for the writing assignment topic.
On Tuesday of week one, students will meet with
their groups as I walk around the room and monitor the
groups activities. Each group will discuss the long and
short vowel softs that they had done on Monday. When each
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group is finished, the individual members of the group
will choose a text of their choice; the text can be a
fiction or non-fiction book, a magazine, or any other
type of reading material. The student's assignment for
the rest of the spelling instruction time is to perform a
Word Hunt. Their goal is to find as many of their
spelling words as they can while they are reading. Once a
word has been found in the text, they are to copy down
the word and the sentence in which it was found in their
writing journals. Students will define the word using
context clues. Students will finish brainstorming, and
discuss their brainstorming map with their writing
partner.
On Wednesday of week one) students will look at some
of the Greek Roots that are found in English (see
Appendix E). The students can perform this task
individually or in their spelling groups. This is not an
activity that is directly correlated to the spelling word
list of any of the groups, this is spelling instruction.
This is information that the teacher will have to teach
to the entire class before the students can do the
activity. I have made a worksheet for the students to use
when sorting the Greek Roots, however, the students can
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be given the Greek Roots on 3x5 cards and asked to sort
them according to the root sound. Next they will be asked
to find other words that use these focused Greek Roots.
Students can also do this assignment in their writing
journals.
During writing time today the students need to start
a rough draft of their writing assignment. They will be 
reminded to spell all of their Priority Words correctly
and they will be encouraged to try to use their spelling
words in their writing. I will take this time to
conference with individual students and discuss new ideas
they have for this paper and offer suggestions for their
writing, based on their previous writing assignment. I 
will only choose one suggestion from the last writing
assignment so that I do not overwhelm the student with
ideas or corrections.
On Thursday of week one, students will look at
spelling rules (see Appendix F). During the time in which
the students study one list of spelling words they will
spend the same amount of time focusing on a grammatical
skill. I call this the Focus Skill. The focus skill can
be a California State Standard, it can be a grammatical
error that students need to work on, or it can be a
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concept that they are studying in writing, such as a
metaphor. For this period of two weeks, the focus skill
students are to learn is how to add suffixes to the end
of words. After I have taught the various suffixes and
how to add them to various words (i.e. when to double
consonants, when to drop a letter) then students'can
perform their task. Today's assignment gives the students
samples of the previously taught suffixes being added to
certain words, and then asks them to add suffixes to the
remainder of the words. The students need to write down
the rule that they used for each of the sets of words and
the suffixes that they added to them. By writing down the
rule that applies to the group of words, it reinforces
the skill taught and the rules that apply to the
suffixes.
During writing time students will continue to work
on their rough drafts. They will be reminded to try and
use their new spelling words in their writings, and to be
careful not to misspell any of their Priority Words. I
will continue to conference with students.
On Friday of week one, students will participate in
a proofreading activity (see Appendix G). First, I will
model for the class how to proofread, using the
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proofreading strategies that are found in Chapter Two of
this thesis, (see pp. 57-58). The students will have
discussions and practice proofreading as a class with my
assistance before they are asked to do any proofreading
assignments by themselves. The students also need to be
able to refer to the proofreading strategies while they
are proofreading. The strategies can be placed on a chart
that the students have generated and hung on the wall, it
can be copied down on a piece of paper, or even placed on
a bookmark, or provided in any form that will familiarize
them with the strategies. With the proofreading
strategies at hand, students will proofread paragraphs
provided for them. If students are ready to have their
writing proofread then this would be a good substitute
for a worksheet. I would only do this substitution if the
students are able to proofread without assistance from
the teacher. During writing students will finish their
rough drafts and I will finish conferencing with the
remainder of the students.
Week Two
On Monday of week two, students will work with the
focus skill. They are going to do a word sorting activity
(see Appendix H). For this activity they will need to
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sort a list of words by the suffixes. Students create a
new word for each of the suffixes, making sure to follow
the suffix's rule. When they have finished sorting the
words they will need to write each word without the
suffix. I have provided a worksheet for this activity,
however, this is a fantastic activity to do with 3x5
index cards and the students' writing journals. For
"writing today" the students will proofread other
students' writings.
On Tuesday of week two, students find words within
their spelling words and unscramble the mixed up letters
to make up their spelling words (See Appendix I). This
activity will help students to chunk the words and to
manipulate the letters. During writing today the students
will finish proofreading each other's writing assignment.
On Wednesday of week two, students do a cloze
paragraph activity using their spelling words (see
Appendix J). This cloze paragraph activity provides
students with the chance to work with the definition of
the words because the students will need to make sure
that the words not only make sense in the sentences'
blanks but the definition of the word also makes sense
within context of the sentence. Students will rewrite
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their writing assignment and get it ready for
publication.
On Thursday of week two, students get to have a
little bit of fun with their words. Once the students get
into their spelling groups they will have the option of
spelling games to choose from. They can play Scrabble,
Hang-Man, or Boggle. They are to try to use their
spelling words in all of the games: try to find them,
spell them, or guess them. Game day is done on the day
before the spelling test to provide the students with a
fun way to practice their spelling words. In writing
today students will participate in the publication of
their writing assignment.
On Friday of week two, students take spelling test
(see Appendix K). The spelling test assesses the
students' spelling abilities in multiple areas. First
students will be tested on the words from their spelling
test. Next the students will need to complete a cloze
paragraph using their spelling words. Students will also
need to be assessed on the focus skill for the week. They
need to be tested on the focus skill to see if they have
mastered it or if the skill needs to be re-taught to the
whole class or during a writing conference for a few
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struggling students. The students will also be tested on
their ability to proofread. This will be done for two
reasons: First because it acts as a method for reviewing
old spelling words and the Priority Words. The second
reason is to reinforce the idea that spelling is not
memorizing words for a test but spelling is used to
communicate ideas in writing.
The spelling test will be administered to each
individual spelling group according to each groups'
level. While I am administering the spelling word portion
of the assessment, the other groups can be working on the
rest of the assessment. I will collect the spelling words
test after each group has taken it, and they are free to
use their spelling lists to complete the cloze paragraph
portion of the assessment. The students may use their
spelling lists because I am assessing the students'
knowledge of the definition of the words not the spelling
of the words. It will not matter that the students have
their spelling lists on their desks when they are taking
their spelling word portion of the test. Everyone who had
that list will be with me at the back of the room and
therefore it does not matter if they see their words
before the assessment. I am not trying to trick them, I
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am trying to get them to learn the words. Today during 
writing the rest of the class will publish their writing
assignments.
Data Analysis Procedures 
The data will be collected over a sequence of
two-week spelling/writing cycles for a total of three
months. The data will be collected in the following
forms:
a) Post-test scores on bi-weekly spelling tests will
be calculated into percentages and progress will
be noted across time,
b) Writing samples will be collected and reviewed to
calculate as percentages between the number of
spelling words used and the number of these words
spelled correctly.
c) Anecdotal notes will be written by the researcher
on a daily basis as the students participate in
the assigned spelling and writing activities.
d) Pre and post-test results will be collected and
compared/contrasted on the Intermediate Spelling
Inventory (Bear et al., 2004).
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e) The recent results on the four formal language
arts tests will be compared/contrasted to show
growth.
The data will then be compared and contrasted in
order to develop a complete picture of the progress made
for each student across time. The findings are found in
Chapter Four of this thesis.
Conclusion
All of the activities in my proposed project are to
be manipulated and changed around so that students are
given different and new ways to look at spelling. The
assignments can be in worksheet form, provided to the
reader to make it easier to comprehend. I think that the
more hands-on activities provided for students, the
better. In my classroom research I used 3x5 index cards
and writing journal to help with the kinesthetic
learners. In all areas modeling was the key to success.
Each assignment was placed in each students' Zone of
Actual Development (Vygotsky, 1978). Placing the students
in the Zone of Actual Development is important for the
student's success in spelling. If they are placed in a
level too complicated for them they will feel
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frustration, and if they are placed in a level that is
too easy for them they will not have enough challenge and
will not improve.
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CHAPTER FOUR
FINDINGS AND RESULTS
Introduction
As an educator I was constantly frustrated with my
students spelling ability and the spelling instruction I
was providing to them. I noticed that my students were
capable of receiving a hundred percent on the weekly test
but they were incapable of transferring their words
beyond that, their words became obsolete after the test.
They were never seen nor heard of again. This problem was
so exasperating that I read research on the topic and
documented it in Chapter Two of this thesis. According to
the literature I found that in order for students to
transfer their spelling words into their daily writings
they needed to be taught in what Vygotsky (1978) refers
to as the Zone of Actual Development, and they needed
time to gain knowledge about the words. The students
needed: time to manipulate the words, discover the
patterns, break the words apart and put them back
together again, and they needed time to use and see them
being used. When the instruction and spelling activities
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supported these opportunities the students experienced
success. ' ’ ''
In the sections that follow, I will discuss the
findings from the proposed reform found ;in Chapter Three
of this thesis. I will discuss the results of the
pre-test and post-test scores on bi-weekly spelling
tests, and writing samples. I will share anecdotal notes
written as students participated in the assigned spelling
and writing activities. I will compare the pre-test and
post-test results on the Intermediate Spelling Inventory
(Bear, et al., 2004). I will also compare the most recent
results on the four formal language arts assessments
(reading levels, District Criterion Reference Test,
Pulliam Test, and the 4Sight Test). The number of
students who participated in the research is 28.
Presentation of the Findings
Spelling Tests
The students took spelling tests every two weeks.
The spelling assessments tested three areas: spelling of
the word list, a cloze paragraph, and a focus skill.
Figure 14 provides the results of how students preformed
when asked to spell the words. I originally decided that
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students should use the High Frequency Words as the
spelling words; however the students' reading ability did
not correspond with the students spelling.ability. Since
the High Frequency Words are derived from the students
reading ability I was unable to use the,HFW,as spelling
words. Instead I created word list according to the
students spelling stage, these words had letter patterns
and roots in common. The majority of the students
preformed in the advanced and proficient range. The
students were able to spell these words accurately
because they had the chance to study them and manipulate
them for two weeks. The students saw the patterns and the
connection of these words and compared them with the
patterns and other knowledge they had about previously
learned words.
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Spelling Test Results
□ 1st Test E2 2nd Test □ 3rd Test
Figure 14. Spelling of the Word Lists Results
Cloze Assessments
With each spelling assessment students completed a
cloze paragraph which measured how well they knew the
definition of the word and if it could be applied to a
comprehension paragraph. Figure 15 provides the results
of their performance. The students struggled with
completing the cloze paragraphs every week. As an observer
I noticed the struggle did not occur because of the lack
of knowledge with the words, but the struggle was due to
reading comprehension. Due to the students' struggle with
comprehension it was necessary to provide modified
assignments dealing exclusively with cloze paragraphs
(cloze paragraph worksheets for homework at a lower grade
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level). If I had the option of redoing this assessment, I 
would change the cloze paragraph. Students did not
perform as well on the worksheet as they did when I
verbally questioned them. Students could not figure out
what word fit into the sentence, however when asked what
a word from their list meant they knew it the majority of
the time.
Cloze Paragraph Results
□ 1 st Test H 2nd Test □ 3rd Test
Figure 15. Cloze Paragraph Results
Focus Skill Assessment
The last category assessed on the bi-weekly
assessments was the focus skill. The focus skill was
chosen from the state standards and it was a skill the
students needed to learn or was taught to comprehend. The
amount of instruction time dedicated to the focus skill
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directly correlated with the students' success rate.
Figure 16 illustrates the success rate of the students.
As you can see students succeeded on test one and test
three because they received an increased amount of
instructional time.
Focus Skill Results
□ 1st Test ® 2nd Test □ 3rd Test
Figure 16. Focus Skill Results
Writing Samples
Writing samples were collected formally three times
and a spelling score was calculated as percentage. I
created a ratio using the number of spelling words used
and the number of these words spelled correctly. I also
determined if the word was being used in the correct
context in the writing. Figure 17 demonstrates the
percentages of words spelled correctly in the students'
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writing and if it was used correctly in the context of
the writing sample. The students spelled the words
correctly the majority of the time; however in the first
writing sample the students were not so proficient in the
convention of the words. Over time the students show
growth in using their spelling words in their writing.
Writing Samples
□ Spelled Correctly B Used Correctly
Figure 17. Writing Samples
There are two additional writing samples in Figures
18 and 19 that demonstrate the students' abilities to use
their spelling words correctly in their writing. The
first sample, Figure 18, the student uses 28 of his
spelling words and spells them all correctly. He used 96%
of the words in the correct context. He had a difficult
time with suffixes, he used the word correctly however
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the suffix was incorrect. He wrote, "The doctor was
gentler to him because he did not hurt him".
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Figure 18. Writing Sample Number One
In the second writing sample, provide in Figure 19,
the student used 22 of her spelling words and spelled all
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of them correctly. She used 95% of her words in the
correct context. She had difficultly with the word tense.
She used the word storage instead of the word store.
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Figure 19. Writing Sample Number -Two
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The two miscues found in these writings are not
significant miscues or errors, the students knew the
definition of the words, however the logistics of using
them is where the mistakes occurred.
I noticed some key findings as I implemented my
research. The foremost finding was the importance of the
Zone of Actual Development of each student. When the
students were placed into their Zone of Actual
Development they showed the greatest amount of growth. At
first the students complained that the words were too
easy for them and they were getting mostly 100% on their
pre-tests. I had to reassure them that these words were
not chosen because they were incredibly difficult, but
chosen so that they could find patterns in them and learn
a specific feature about the word list.. Then in turn they
could apply what they learned from this list to other
words they would come across in their reading and
writing. I saw in the students the movement from thinking
that spelling is difficult and the words are hard, to
making the connection that we spell for a reason and the
words serve a purpose to be learned. I believe the
students learned that spelling words are not arbitrary.
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I noticed a momentous finding with my English
Language Learners. These students showed more growth than
the other students. They benefited from this research
significantly. One student, whom we will call Johnny,
demonstrated significant growth. In September Johnny was
reading at the beginning first grade level, while on the
most recent SRI he was able to read and comprehend at the
end of second grade level. His verbal ability has grown
considerably. I collected three major writing pieces of
Johnny's throughout year. Figure 20 shows the first
sample he wrote in September 2005. You will notice that
there is no organization to his writing, and there is no
punctuation throughout the paper. There are no spelling
words from his spelling word list found in his writing.
At this time of spelling instruction he was unable to
read his spelling words.
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GRADE 6 
PROMPT 1:
Write a detailed story about what wouid happen if a 
visitor from outer space came to your school. Be .sure to include all 
the elements of a well-written story.
You wiii be scored based on how well you: ■ ' ..'
• Completely present or describe the story.
• Create and organize story that is legible, and understandable. " ■ •
• Use interesting language and a variety of sentence structures and lengths
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Figure 20. First Writing Prompt (September 2005)
Figure 21 shows the second sample that was written
in January 2006, only a week before implementing my
research. Again Johnny does not show any organization or
punctuation. His spelling has improved from the first
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prompt; however there are no spelling words used in his
writing.
GRADE 6 
PROMPT 2:
Use your imagination and write a creative story. Be 
sure to include all the elements of a well-written story.
You will be scored based on how well you:
• Completely present or.describe the story.
• Create and organize story that is legible, and understandable.
• Use interesting language and a variety of sentence structures and lengths 
to express ideas in an original way.
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Figure 21. Second Writing Prompt (January 2006)
Figure 22 shows the last sample that was written in
March 2006 (this sample is not the entire writing sample,
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it is only half of it). You will notice that Johnny has
begun using paragraphs and punctuation. In this writing 
piece twenty of his spelling words were used and all 
twenty were spelled correctly. He used 70% of his words
in the correct context with his story and the sentences.
He made a miscue with the word 'lamp' that was not
counted against him. He states that when he went on a
night hike he took his lamp because it was dark. I
believe he meant his flashlight, however he understood
that a lamp gives off light. This mistake was the lack of
English vocabulary not in the definition of the word.
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Figure 22. Third Writing Prompt (March 2006)
The students began to self-evaluate their mistakes.
One student on his pre-test corrected the spelling words
as assigned, he was asked to write the correct spelling
on the corresponding line of the words he missed on the
pre-test (he wrote all of his spelling words, the correct
100
and incorrect on the corresponding line; he circled the 
incorrect spelled words). In addition to the assignment 
he evaluated and wrote out what mistakes he made for each 
word without prompting. Figure 23 shows the students self 
evaluation of his writing ability.
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Antidotal Notes
Another student verbally discussed with me a
connection he made about spelling patterns. He was asked
to sort his spelling words into categories based on
diphthongs and endings. Figure 24 is the word sort the
students was asked to do. While he was doing this he
noticed that after he separated his words into the groups
he had more in number than he originally started out
with. He questioned me about how this was possible and
when I was questioning him he stated, "Some of the words
fit in more then one group, like grand, starts with 'gr'
and ends with 'and', so it works in two groups. Is that
ok?" This sort of reasoning shows that he is making the
connection with patterns found in spelling. This student
started out in the Early Letter Name-Alphabetic Stage and
on the post-test his spelling ability was in the Middle
Word Within Word Stage. He went up four spelling stages.
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Figure 24. Word Sort
Intermediate Spelling Inventory
The students were given the Intermediate Spelling
Inventory pre-test in January 2006, and were placed into
groups according to their ability. After three months of
spelling instruction students were given the post-test,
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Figure 25 shows the results of both the pre and
post-tests.
Figure 25. Intermediate Spelling Inventory Pre-Test and
Post-Test
The post-test showed significant movement in the
students' abilities. On the pre-test 8% of the students
scored in the Early Letter Name-Alphabetic Stage, however
no students scored this stage on the post-test. There was
a 4% growth in the Middle Letter Name-Alphabetic Stage,
and an 8% growth in the Middle Within Word Pattern. The
most substantial growth was shown in the Derivational
Relations Stage. On the pre-test 4% of the students
scored in the Middle Derivational Relations Stage,
however on the post-test 23% of the students scored in
the Early, Middle, and Late Derivational Relations Stage.
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Scholastic Reading Inventory
The students took the Scholastic Reading Inventory
(SRI) in the fall of 2005 and they took it again in the
winter of 2006. The SRI measures the students reading
comprehension ability and corresponds the score with a
grade level. Figure 26 shows the growth from the fall to
the winter test. The students received reading
instruction along with their spelling instruction; the
growth is due to both types of instruction.
Reading Levels
0 Fall 2005 B Winter 2006
Figure 26. Reading Levels
On the fall SRI 29% of the students were reading at 
a 6th grade reading level or higher and on the winter SRI, 
45% of the students were reading at a 6th grade reading 
level or higher. This growth is due to the manipulation
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of words. When the students are given the opportunity to
manipulate their spelling words they move from the
phonological temporary buffer (which is akin to the
"articulatory loop" of the short-term memory) into the
student's Orthographic Output Lexicon, or the student's
word bank. The students are capable of reading the words
and understanding them in context of the story because
they understand the word.
District Criterion Reference Test
The students took the District Criterion Reference
Test (CRT) in the fall of 2005 and in the winter of 2006
Figure 27 shows the growth of the students. On the fall
test 57% of students were performing below and far below
grade level, however on the winter test only 40% of the
students were below or far below grade level.
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Criterion Reference Test
□ Fall 2005 ■ Winter 2006
Figure 27. District Criterion Reference Test
Pulliam Test
The students took the Pulliam Test in both-fall of
2005 and in the winter of 2006. The students' scores
decreased in all areas of this test. The Pulliam Test
assess the students on different skills each assessment.
The Pulliam is set up to measure the teacher's
instruction and the students' knowledge, however it is
not cumulative. The Pulliam is an inadequate measure
because it is not giving accurate pre-test and post-test
results due to the fact that the test measures different
skills each assessment. Figure 28 shows the results of
the two assessments.
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Pulliam
0 Fall 2005 ■ Winter 2006
Figure 28. Pulliam Test
4Sight Test
.The final formal assessment the students took was
the 4Sight Test. The students took the assessment in
December of 2005 and again in March of 2006. Figure 29
reveals the results. Students fluctuated in their scores.
After closely examining the 4Sight assessment, I
discovered that the assessment's primary goal it to
determine students' ability to comprehend text. This
assessment is a poor choice on determining students
spelling ability.
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4Sight
□ Dec. 05 B Mar. 06
Figure 29. 4Sight Test
Summary of Findings
When the students were given the opportunities to
manipulate their spelling words they had success. The
students proved in their writing and on their assessments 
that they were able to transfer their spelling words into
their daily writing and make connections that improved
their knowledge of the English language. When students
were instructed in their Zone of Actual Development they
were able to make connections and build new knowledge
about words. The English Language Learns showed striking 
growth in all areas of language: speaking, spelling, 
writing, and reading. When students were given the power
to evaluate their own learning they showed remarkable
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analysis. This analysis enabled them to grow in areas
beyond those provided by instruction.
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CHAPTER FIVE
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Summary
As an educator I have asked myself this question
several times, "Why can students spell their spelling
words perfectly on Friday's test yet they forget them on
Monday?" I often wondered how students could spell words
that I knew they could not read; the word was sometimes
several grade levels above their reading level. I often
pondered how a student could be receiving perfect scores
on their spelling tests yet they cannot spell simple
words during their writing or how come they never
transferred their spelling words into their writing. I
realized that students thought that spelling was a test
taken on Friday afternoons. They did not realize that
spelling was a way in which they could use words to
express themselves in their writings.
The frustrations that I experienced led me to
questions that needed answers. I asked if spelling
instruction changed would students be able to transfer
their spelling words in to their everyday writing. I
wondered if students used the High Frequency Words as
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spelling words, would their writing improve. I wanted to
know if students were responsible for definitions of the
words, would they be more likely to use the words in 
their everyday writing. I posed the question, if spelling 
instruction was engaging, would students be more likely
to do better in spelling? I also needed to know if using
multiple assessments would help me get a more accurate
grade for students in spelling. My research leads me to
amazing findings in the field of spelling. I found
research based instructional activities that I
implemented in my classroom and the results that I found
were astonishing.
In my research I found that when I understood the
history of the English language and orthography, I had a
clearer understanding of the miscues that students make
in their spelling. The English language is complicated
and has several tiers in it. Throughout its history,
several cultures have changed its pronunciation and have
contributed words into it. The original language, Old
English was letter-to-sound correspondence until the
French added several of their words into writings and the
people's vocabularies. This changed the vowel sound and
led to the Great Vowel Shift. During the Renaissance the
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people began to become educated and they began using
Greek and Latin words in their conversations. Once
educators understand the affects that other cultures had
on the English Language, then the miscues students make
in spelling become clear.
The connection or the relationship between the
history of the English languages-its history and spelling
is seen in the mistakes or miscues that students make
while writing. These reoccurring miscues have been
researched and categorized into clusters. These clusters
are directly related to the tiers or development of the
English language. Students make their miscues in three
major areas, alphabetic (letter to sound correspondence),
letter patterns (vowel sounds), and meaning (root words).
If educators understand students' miscues then they will
know what spelling stage a student is in.
Studentsican range in their spelling ability from
Emergent Spelling Stage (not knowing directionality or
Iletter sound correspondence) to the Derivational
Relations Spelling Stage (not knowing uncommon suffixes
and prefixes,(being unfamiliar with derived forms of
Greek, Latin, :and other foreign borrowings) . Knowing the
spelling stages and what stage a student is in helps the
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educator instruct the student in their Zone of Actual
Development (Vygotsky, 1978). Knowing the students ZAD is 
the key element of all spelling instruction.
When students are tested and their spelling stage is
determined, it is necessary for the educator to find the
ZAD for each child. When spelling instruction is given in
the child's individual ZAD the greatest growth and
progress will occur. The instruction needs to encompass
time for the students to manipulate the spelling words.
Students require time to sort the words by categories and
by patterns. Students need opportunities to use the words
in writing and see them being used in writing. Students
need to practice the spelling strategies with their word
lists, and they need to break the words into chunks and
syllables. When students are given instruction and time
to manipulate their spelling words, the words move from
their short term memories into their long term memories
and the words transfer into their writing.
Conclusions
When I implemented my research and instruction
reform into my classroom I saw astonishing results. The
students were asked to take a bi-weekly spelling
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assessment that assessed three major areas: spelling of
the words, a cloze paragraph to assess their knowledge of
the words definition and being able to use the word in a
sentence, and they were assessed on a focus skill
(derived from the state standards). Students continued to
perform well on the bi-weekly spelling of the words. The
majority of the students were able to spell their words
and score proficient or advanced (80% to 100%).
When students were asked to use their knowledge of
the word in the cloze paragraph the students struggled at
first. I believe this struggle was due to the fact that
the cloze paragraph requires comprehension skills that
many of the students were lacking. I supplemented the
students' homework with cloze paragraphs at a lower grade
level to support this skill in spelling. The students
showed growth in this skill after detailed instruction
and extra practice. There were 61% of the students
receiving a Far Below Basic grade on the first assessment
and only 9% scored in the advanced range. On the last
assessment the students showed significant growth, 24% of
the students scored in the Far Below Basic range and 24%
of the students scored in the advanced range. This growth
shows that students were not only able to spell the words
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correctly but they were also able to use the words in
context.
The students were taught and assessed on a focus
skill each bi-weekly assessment. The skill was chosen
from the state standards and it was a skill the students
need to learn or had difficulty comprehending. The amount
of instruction time dedicated to the focus skill directly
correlates with the students' success rate. The first and
third assessment showed that ample instruction time was
provided on the skill and students preformed well on the
assessments. The second sample showed that quality
instruction was not provided for the students on the
focus skill and their assessment scores demonstrate the
lack of ability.
Students showed their knowledge of their spelling
words in their writing. I collected and calculated
writing samples scores as percentages. I looked at the
number of spelling words used and the number of these
words spelled correctly. I also calculated if the word
was being used in correct context in the writing. The
students spelled the words correctly the majority of the
time, 99% on average of all three samples collected. The
students were able to use the spelling words in context
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an average of 93% of the time. This shows that students
not only could spell the words correctly but they could
use them in correct context.
I noticed immense growth in students who are English 
Language Learners (ELLs). Being instructed in their ZAD
had a significant impact on their language ability in all
areas. The ELLs demonstrated growth in their speaking,
reading, spelling, and writing ability. Learning words at
their developmental stage increased their knowledge of
the language.
All students began to self-evaluate their spelling
ability. I noticed this self-evaluation in the students'
writings and their verbal conversations. When students
begin to evaluate their abilities it shows that their 
idea of spelling has changed. They now longer are looking
at spelling as a test on Friday, but as a skill they need
to know so they can succeed in other realms.
At the beginning of the instruction implementation
students were given the Intermediate Spelling Inventory
pre-test: 12% of the students scored in the Letter
Name-Alphabetic stage, 30% scored in the Within Word
Pattern stage, 54% scored in the Syllables and Affixes
stage, and 4% scored in the Derivational Relations stage.
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After three months of spelling instruction students were
given the post-test: 8% of the students scored in the
Letter Name-Alphabetic stage, 35% scored in the Within
Word Pattern stage, 4% scored in the Syllables and
Affixes stage, and 23% scored in the Derivational
Relations stage. This growth demonstrates that students
gleaned understanding of spelling patterns and gained
knowledge about words.
Students' reading abilities grew substantially
during this implementation. The students took the
Scholastic Reading Inventory (SRI) in the fail of 2005 
and they took it again in the winter of 2006. On the fall
SRI, 30% of the students demonstrated reading
comprehension at grade level (6th grade). On the post-test 
in March, 45% of the students demonstrated reading
comprehension at grade level. This growth shows that the
students transferred their knowledge of their spelling
words into their reading of other words.
The students took formal assessments to evaluate
their spelling abilities pre and post spelling
instruction. The students took was the District Criterion
Reference Test (CRT) in the fall of 2005 and in the
winter of 2006. On the fall test there were 57% of
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students who were performing below and far below grade
level; however on the winter test there were 40% of
students who were below or far below grade level.
The students took the Pulliam Test, in both fall of
2005 and in the winter of 2006. The students decreased in
all areas of this test. The Pulliam Test assess the
students on different skills each assessment and it is
not cumulative. The Pulliam is an inadequate measure
because it does not give accurate pre-test and post-test
results due to the fact that the test measures different
skills each assessment.
The last formal assessment the students took was the
4Sight Test. The students took the assessment in December
of 2005 and again in March of 2006. Students fluctuated in
their scores. After closely examining the 4Sight
assessment, I discovered that the test's primary goal is
to determine students' ability to comprehend text. This
assessment is a poor choice for determining students
spelling ability. , .
When the students were given ample opportunity to
manipulate their spelling words and truly study the
properties of them they showed tremendous growth. They
were able to transfer the knowledge they gleaned from
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their spelling words to other words they encountered and
they were able to transfer their spelling words into
their daily writing.
Recommendations
I recommend that educators separate the thought that
reading ability and spelling ability are correlated. When
students understand words patterns and are able make
connections about words, all areas dealing with words
(reading and writing) show substantial growth. It is
impossible to use the HFW as spelling words in the upper
grades because the students reading ability is not
directly correlated to the spelling ability.
I recommend that all educators instruct students in
their ZAD. The growth of my students occurred because
they were being instructed at their level. When
instructing students at their level it ensures they are
receiving the instruction they need to become more
knowledgeable.
In the future I would be interested to know if
students need to learn the rules of grammar in order to
improve their spelling ability. If students are taught
the rules of grammar will it make them better at
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spelling? In my instruction I did not provide any grammar
rules. Would the students have showed greater growth if
they had received time to manipulate the, spelling words 
and learned grammar rules in addition to the focus skill.
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APPENDIX A
INTERMEDIATE SPELLING INVENTORY
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Set One
1. bed I hopped out of bed this morninq. bed
2. ship The ship sailed around the island, ship
3. when When will you come back? when
4. lump He had a lump on his head after he fell, lump
5. float l can float on the water with my new raft, float
Set Two
6. train I rode the train to the next town, tram
7. place l found a new place to put my books, place
8. drive I learned to drive a car. drive
9. briqht The liqht is very briqht. bright
10. throat She had a sore throat, throat
Set Three D&.
11. spoil The food will spoil if it is not kept cool, spoil
12. serving The restaurant is servinq dinner toniqht. serving
13. chewed The doq chewed up my favorite sweater yesterday, chewed
14. carries She carries apples in her basket, carries
15. marched We marched in the parade, marched
. Set Four •' 'Ll
16. shower The shower in the bathroom was very hot. shower
17. bottle The cowboy fed the calf throuqh a bottle, bottle
18. favor He did his brother a favor by takinq out the trash, favor
19. ripen The fruit will ripen over the next few days, ripen
20. cellar I went down to the cellar for the can of paint, cellar
Set Five : ,
21. pleasure It was a pleasure to listen to the choir sinq. pleasure
22. fortunate It was fortunate that the driver had snow tires durinq the snowstorm, fortunate
23. confident I am confident that we can win the qame. confident
24. civilize They had the idea that they could civilize the forest people, civilize
25. opposition The coach said the opposition would give us a tough game, opposition
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Feature Guide for Elementary Spelling Inventory-1
Directions: Check the features that are present in each student's spelling. In the bottom row, total features used correctly. Check the spelling stage that summarizes the student's 
development. Begin instruction at that stage with a focus on the types of features where the student missed two or more features in a column.
Student’s Name Teacher Grade Date
SPELLING
STAGES-^
EMERGENT
LATE
LETTER NAME-ALPHABETIC WITHIN WORD PATTERN SYLLABLES & AFFIXES DERIVATIONAL RELATIONS
EARLY MIODLE LATE EARLY MIDDLE LATE EARLY MIDDLE LATE EARLY MIDDLE LATE
Features-*
Consonants 
Beginning Final
Short
Vowels
Digraphs
&
Blends
Long-
Vowel
Patterns
Other
Vowel
Patterns
Syllable 
Junctures 
& Easy 
Prefixes &
Suffixes
Harder 
Prefixes, 
Suffixes, & 
Unaccented Final 
Syllables
Reduced & 
Altered Vowels, 
Bases, Roots, &
Derivatives
Feature
Points
Words
Spelled
Correctly
Late EMERGENT to LETTER NAME-ALPHABETIC
l.bed b d e I l
2. ship P i sh SPELLING STAGES:
3. when n e wh □ EARLY □ MIDDLE □ LATE
4. lump I u mp □ LETTER NAME-ALPHABETIC
WITHINWORD PATTERN • ’ • □ WITHIN WORD PATTERN
5. float il oa □ SYLLABLES & AFFIXES
6. train n tr ai
□ DERIVATIONAL RELATIONS
7. place a-e Words Spelled Correctly: 125
8. drive V dr i-e Feature Points: 
Total
Z53
9. briqhl iqh
US
10. throat oa
11. spoil oi
SYLLABLES & AFFIXES' : :
12.servinq er inq
13. chewed ch ew ed
14. carries rr ies
15. marched ch ar ed
16. shower ow er
17. bottle tt ie
18. favor or
19. ripen en
20. cellar il ar
Middle SYLLABLES& AFFIXES to Middle DERIVATIONAL RELATIONS
21. pleasure ure pleas
22. fortunate or ate fortun
23. confident ent confid
24. civilize ize civil
25. opposition op position
Totals (2) (5 (4) (8 (6 (6 (91 (8) (5 (53) (25)
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rror Guide far Elementary Spelling Inventory-1
Student’s Name ______________________ Teacher •_________________ Grade Date
125
SPELLING EMERGENT
STAGES-* LATE
LETTER NAME—ALPHABETIC
EARLY MIDDLE LATE
WITHIN WORD PATTERN
EARLY MIDDLE LATE
SYLLABLES & AFFIXES
EARLY MIDDLE LATE
DERIVATIONAL RELATIONS
EARLY MIDDLE LATE
Consonants Short
Consonant 
Digraphs & Long-Vowel Other Vowel
Syllable Junctures 
& Easy Prefixes
Harder Prefixes & 
Suffixes, & Unaccented
Reduced & Altered 
Vowels.Bases, Roots,
Features-* Beginning Final Vowels Blends Patterns Patterns & Suffixes j Final Syllables & Derivatives
Late EMERGENT - LETTER NAME-ALPHABETIC
1. bed b bd bad bed
2. ship sp shp sep shep ship
3. when w yn wn wan whan when SPELLING STAGES:
4. lump I 'P Imp lop lomp lump □ EARLY □ MIDDLE □ LATE
WITHIN WORD PATTERN . □ LETTER NAME-ALPHABETIC
5. float f ft vt fit fot flot flott flowt floaut flote float □ WITHIN WORD PATTERN
6. train i t trn jran chran tan tran teran traen trane train □ SYLLABLES & AFFIXES
7. place p ps pis pas pas palao plas plao pase plais plase place
□ DERIVATIONAL RELATIONS
8. drive d i irv drf drv qriv jriv drlv irive drieve draive drive Words Spelled Correctly: /25
9. bright b bt brt bit brit bite brlte briete bright
10. throat trot throt throte throate throat
11. spoil spo! sole sool spoyle spole spoal spoil
SYLLABLES & AFFIXES
12. serving sefng srvnq srbving serinq serfinq survinq serveinq serving
13. chewed cud chud cooed chood cuwed c(h)ued chewd choud chewed
14. carries keres cares carres carise carys cairries carrys carries
15. marched much march marchet marchd marchted marched
16. shower shewr showr shour shawer shoer shuor shouer shower
17. bottle badl badol batel batle bottel bottle
18. favor favr faver favir favor
19. ripen ribn rlpn ripun ripan ripon ripen
20. cellar salr selr celr salar selar seller sellar cellar cellar
Late SYLLABLES & AFFIXES-Middle DERIVATIONAL RELATIONS
21. pleasure plasr plager pleser plejer plesher plesour plesure pleasure
22. fortunate forhnat frehnit foohinit forchenut fochininte fortunet fortunate
23. confident confa(e)de(i)nt confia(e)dent confodent confident
24. civilize sivils sevelies sivilicse cifillazas sivelize civa(i)liz(s)e civilize
25. opposition opasishan opasion opozcison opasitian opasition oppisition oposit(s)ion opposition
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APPENDIX B
PRIORITY WORDS
12 6 ,
High Frequency 
Words 1-500
A
A
ABLE
About
Above
across
Add
After
Again
against
AGO
All
Almost
Along
Also
Always
am
America
among
An
And
Animal
Another
Answer
Any
Air
Are
area
Around
As
Ask
At
Away
B
Back
ball
BASE
Be
BECAME
Because
BECOME
Been
Before
Began
Begin
behind
Being
Below
BEST
BETTER
Between
Big
birds
BLACK
BOAT
BODY
BOOK
Both
box
BOY
BRING
BROUGHT
BUILDING
BUILT
But
BY
C
Call
Came
Can
Cannot
Car
Care
CAREFULLY
Carry
CERTAIN
Change
CHECK
Children
circle
City
class
CLEAR
CLOSE
COLD
COLOR
Come
COMMON
COMPLETE
CONTAIN
CORRECT
Could
Country
course
COVERED
CRIED
Cut
D
DARK
DECIDED
DEEP
Did
didn’t
Different
Do
Does
dog
done
Don’t
door
Down
draw
DRY
DURING
E
Each
EASY
EARLY
Earth
Eat
End
English
Enough
Even
ever
Every
Example
explain
Eye
F
FACE
FACT
FALL
Family
FAR
FARM
FAST
Father
feel
Feet
Few
FIELD
FIGURE
FILLED
FINALLY
FINE
Find
FIRE
First
FISH
FIVE
FLY
Follow
Food
force
For
Form
Found
Four
friends
From
FRONT
FULL
G
GAME
GAVE
Get
Girl
Give
Go
Good
GOVERNMENT
Great
GREEN
Grow
Group
ground
H
Had
halt
Hand
HAPPENED
Has
Hard
Have
He
Head
Hear
heat
HEAVY
Her
Here
heard
Help
High
Him
himself
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His Line Number
HOLD List Numeral R
Home listen RAN .
horse Little O Read
HOT Live OBJECT REACHED
HOURS Long OCEAN Really
House Look Of RED
How low Off REMEMBER
HOWEVER Often REST
HUNDRED M OH Right
MACHINE Oil River
I Made Old road
I Make On ROCK
IF Man Once ROOM
Important Mane One ROUND
In Many Only RULE
inches map Open Run
INCLUDE MARK Or
Indian MATERIAL order s
inside Me Other Said
Into Mean Our Same
Is MEASURE Out Saw
ISLAND Men Over Say
It Might Own School
Its minutes SCIENTISTS
I’ll Miss P Sea
money Page Second
J More pair See
Just morning PAPER Seen
Move Part Sentence
K Most passed Set
Keep Mountain pattern several
kind Much People She
KNEW music Personal shape
Know Must Picture SHIP
known My piece
Place
SHORT
Should
L N PLAN SHOWN
Land Neat PLANE Show
LANGUAGE Need Plant SIDE
Large Never Play SINCE
Last New Point SING
Later Next power SIX
Learn Night PROBLEM SIZE
Leave No PRODUCE SLOWLY
Left NORTH products Small
less Not PULLED So
Let note Put Some
Letter NOTHING Something
Life NOTICE Q Sometimes
Light NOUN QUESTION Song
Like Now QUICKLY Soon
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Sound Together While
south TOLD Who
SPACE Took WHOLE
SPECIAL Too Why
Spell TOP Will
Still TOWARD WIND
stand TOWN With
STARS TRAVEL Without
Start Tree WOOD
State True Word
STAY TRULY World
STEP Try Would
STOOD Turn Write
Stop Two
Story X
STREET U
STRONG Under Y
Study UNDERSTAND Year
Such UNIT YES
SUN Until YET
SURE Up You
SURFACE UPON Yours
SYSTEM US Young
Use
USUALLY z
T
TABLE V
Talk VERB
Take Very
Tell voice
ten VOWEL ■
Than
That w
The Walk
Their wait
Them Want
Then war
There Was
These Watch
They Water
This waves
Thing Way
Think We
THOSE WEEK
THOUGH Well
Thought Went
THOUSANDS What
Three wheels
Through When
Time Where
To Which
TODAY White
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APPENDIX C
TWO-WEEK LESSON PLAN
130
Spelling Instruction Week One
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday
Introduce the 
spelling groups 
& the HFW list 
for writing.
Give pre-test and 
have students 
self correct then- 
own test (they 
need to write the 
correct spelling of 
the word on the 
same line adjacent to 
the word).
Word sort for 
new spelling 
words
Word Hunts (find 
words in texts of 
students choice, then 
write the word 
sentence found in, 
and what the word 
means do to the 
context clues)
Synonym study 
Pg-3
Finish Tuesday’s 
work
Regular Verbs 
pg. 40. Students 
will need to do 
the word sheet 
and then explain 
the rules for 
creating Present, 
Past, & past 
participle.
Proof-Reading 
activities 
(provide students 
with paragraphs 
with their 
spelling words 
spelled incorrectly 
and have them 
correct them)
Homework for spelling:
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday
Write Spelling
Words
Write Spelling
Words
Write Spelling
Words
Write Spelling
Words
131
Spelling Instruction Week two
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday
Synonyms 
study pg. 2
Words Within 
Words
(Jumble all the 
words letters 
and solve for 
word or find 
smaller words 
with in each 
word)
Irregular verbs 
Pg- 42
Cloze
Paragraph (fill 
in a paragraph 
with spelling 
words)
Word Games 
Scrabble
Boggle
Hangman
Spelling test 
Spelling test of 
word lists 
Definitions 
word test
Test on focus 
skill
Proofreading
test
Homework for spelling:
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday
Write Spelling
Words
Write Spelling
Words
Write Spelling
Words
Write Spelling
Words
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APPENDIX D
SPELLING WORD LIST
133
Spelling Word List
1. there
2. already
3. enough
4. process
5. ready
6. pleased
7. beautiful
8. brought
9. although
10. nature
11. exercised
12. voice
13. suddenly
14. probably
15. among
16. bread
17. positioned
18. once
19. everyone
20. course
21. toward
22. attention
23. kitchen
24. wonder
25. cause
26. caught
27. completely
28. movement
29. their
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APPENDIX E
GREEK ROOT STUDY
135
Name:______________________________________ Date:____________________
Greek Root Study
As Greek word parts and Greek words became part of English, the Greek 
spellings did too. See how many words you can find that have these Greek parts and 
write as many words that have these common Greek spelling patterns. Here are some 
examples. You can use any reference material you need to help you.
Sound: Spelling: Word:
K Ch Character
R Rh Rhinoceros
Short i Y Synonym
F Ph Telephone
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APPENDIX F
WHAT RULES
137
Name:__________________________________ Date:_______________________
What Rules?
Look at the following set of words and try and figure out what the focus skill is. I have 
done one of the skills for you. You do the rest and write the skill you have preformed.
Terrible Terribly
Wiggle
Simple
Bubble
What is the rule:
State Statement
Move
Agree
Argue
What is the rule:
Manage Mangaeable
Notice
Trace
Love
What is the rule:
Omit Omitted
Excel
Control
Stop
What is the rule:
138
Use Useless
Hope
Love
Care
What is the rule:
Penny Pennies
Family
Fox
Box
What is the rule:
Walk Walker
Read
Teach
Drive
What is the rule:
Run Runner
Stop
Cop
Drop
What is the rule:
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Name:__________________________________ Date: _ ______________________
What Rules?
Look at the following set of words and try and figure out what the focus skill is. I have 
done one of the skills for you. You do the rest and write what the skill you have 
preformed is.
Terrible Terribly
Wiggle Wiggly
Simple Simply
Bubble Bubbly
What is the rule?
The rule is to drop the e when adding ly at the end of the word.
State Statement
Move Movement
Agree Agreement
Argue Argument
What is the rule?
The rule is to leave the word alone and just add the suffix ment to the end of the word.
Manage Manageable
Notice Noticeable
Trace Traceable
Love Loveable
What is the rule?
The rule is to leave the word alone and just add the suffix able to the end of the word.
Omit Omitted
Excel Excelled
Control Controlled
Stop Stopped
What is the rule?
The rule is when a word ends in a consonant, look at the letter before it, if it is a
vowel, then the last consonant gets doubled and then add ed. If the letter next to the
last consonant is a consonant then you do not double it you just add ed.
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Use Useless
Hope Hopeless
Love Loveless
Care Careless
What is the rule?
The rule is to leave the word alone and add the suffix less to the end of the word.
Penny Pennies
Family Families
Fox Foxes
Box Boxes
What is the rule?
The rule is when a word ends with a v then you change the y to an i and then add es. If
a word ends with an x then you just add an es.
Walk Walker
Read Reader
Teach Teacher
Drive Driver
What is the rule?
The rule is to leave the word alone and add the suffix er to the end of the word.
Run Runner
Stop Stopper
Cop Copper
Drop Dropper
What is the rule?
The rule is when a word ends in a consonant, look at the letter before it, if it is a
vowel, then the last consonant gets doubled and then add er. If the letter next to the
last consonant is a consonant then you do not double it you just add er.
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APPENDIX G
PROOFREADING ACTIVITY
142
Name:______________________________________ Date:____________________
Proofreading Practice
In each paragraph there are six mistakes. Underline the six misspelled words or 
grammatical mistakes then correct the errors on the lines following each 
paragraph.
1. Mom’s sell phone rang. She spoke for a minute, and the promised assistance, “It’s 
Grandma. Her allergys are bothering her and she can’t get to the supermarket todae,” 
she said. I knew that ment I’d be riding my bike to the grocery store, do the shoping, 
and then bicycle to grandma’s with the things. I had know problem with that.
2. Mom quickly made the list of grocerys. Grandma needed shreded cheese for her 
pizza, a loaf of whole wheat bred, a box of lose green tea (not the bags), a jar of 
reduced-fat mayonnaise, two small cans of tomatoe sauce, a head of lettice and a pint 
of mild salsa. With the money that was left, I was supposed to buy either one-cent or 
two-sent stamps.
3. At the store, I read Mothers notes about the brands to buy, because products that 
look alike aren’t always the same thing. Then at the checkout counter, I tryed to decide 
how many stamps to buy. I rarely have troubel with math. Finally, I asked the checker, 
If their are 12 one-cent stamps in a dozen, then how many two-cent stamps are in a 
dozen?
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Proofreading Practice
In each paragraph there are six mistakes. Underline the six misspelled words or 
grammatical mistakes then correct the errors on the lines following each 
paragraph.
1. Mom’s sell phone rang. She spoke for a minute, and the promised assistance, “It’s 
Grandma. Her allergys are bothering her and she can’t get to the supermarket today,” 
She said. I knew that ment I’d be riding my bike to the grocery store, do the shoping, 
and then bicycle to grandma’s with the things. I had know problem with that.
___ cell__________________________ ___ its_________________________
___ allergies______________________ ___ meant______________________
___ shopping_____________________ ___ no_________________________
2. Mom quickly made the list of grocerys. Grandma needed shreded cheese for her 
pizza, a loaf of whole wheat bred, a box of lose green tea (not the bags), a jar of 
reduced-fat mayonnaise, two small cans of tomatoe sauce, a head of lettice and a pint 
of mild salsa. With the money that was left, I was supposed to buy either one-cent or 
two-sent stamps.
___ groceries_____________________ ___ shredded____________________
___ Bread________________________ ___ loose_______________________
___ tomatoes_____________________ ___ lettuce______________________
3. At the store, I read Mothers notes about the brands to buy, because products that 
look alike aren’t always the same thing. Then at the checkout counter, I tryed to decide 
how many stamps to buy. I rarely have troubel with math. Finally, I asked the checker, 
If their are 12 one-cent stamps in a dozen, then how many two-cent stamps are in a 
dozen?
___ Mother’s_____________________ ___ note________________________
___ tried_________________________ ___ trouble______________________
___ if___________________________ ___ there_______________________
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APPENDIX H
WORD SORTING ACTIVITY FOR FOCUS SKILL
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Name: ______________________________________ Date:____________________
Word Sort Activity For Focus Skill:
Walked Talking Sitting Helpless Understanding
Lifeless Foxes Camps Feared Completing
Crashing Gradable Hurried Lovable Omitted
Girls Argument Families Capable Happiness
Greater Confinement Hugs Runner Excitement
Kids Gratefulness Boxes Sleepless Candies
Forgettable Camper Judgment Pointer Emptiness
Greatness
Sort the following words by their suffixes and then write one new word for each of the 
suffixes:
Ed: less: ing: s: er:
ness: able: ment: es:
Write all of the words (including the new words you created) without the suffixes:
1. 2. 3.
4. 5. 6.
7. 8. 9.
10. 11. 12.
13. 14. 15.
16. 17. 18.
19. 20. 21.
22. 23. 24.
25. 26. 27.
28. 29. 30.
31. 32. 33.
34. 35. 36.
37. 38. 39.
40. 41. 42.
43. 44. 45.
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Name: _______ Teacher Key____________________ Date:____________________
Word Sort Activity For Focus Skill:
Walked Talking Sitting Helpless Understanding
Lifeless Foxes Camps Feared Completing
Crashing Gradable Hurried Lovable Omitted
Girls Argument Families Capable Happiness
Greater Confinement Hugs Runner Excitement
Kids Gratefulness Boxes Sleepless Candies
Forgettable Camper Judgment Pointer Emptiness
Greatness
Sort the following words by their suffixes and then write one new word for each of the 
suffixes:
ed: less: ing: s: er:
Walked Lifeless Talking Girls Greater
Omitted Helpless Sitting Kids Camper
Hurried Sleepless Understanding Hugs Runner
Feared Crashing Completing Camps Pointer
Ducked Pointless Caring Boys Giver
ness: able: ment: es:
Greatness Forgettable Argument Foxes
Gratefulness Gradable Confinement Boxes
Happiness Lovable Judgment Candies
Emptiness Capable Excitement Families
Sadness Advisable Enjoyment Pennies
Write all of the words (including the new words you created) without the suffixes:
1. walk 2. Enjoy 3. penny
4. omit 5. Excite 6. family
7. hurry 8. judge 9. candy
10. fear 11. confine 12. box
13. duck 14. argue 15. fox
16. great 17. sit 18. boy
19. grateful 20. understand 21. camp
22. happy 23. care 24. hug
25. empty 26. complete 27. girl
28. sad 29. talk 30. kid
31. advise 32. crash 33. give
34. cape 35. sleep 36. run
37. love 38. point 39. camp
40. grade 41. help 42. great
43. forget 44. life 45. point
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APPENDIX I
WORDS WITHIN WORDS AND SPELLING SCRAMBLE
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Name:______________________________________ Date:____________________
Words Within Words
Look for little words within each of your spelling words, not all of the words will have 
smaller words.
There Already
Pleased Beautiful
Brought Although
Nature Exercised
Voice Suddenly
Course Toward
Bread Positioned
Probably Among
Once Caught
Enough Process
Ready Completely
Attention Kitchen
Movement Their
Everyone Wonder
Cause
Have fun with your words, unscramble your mixed up spelling words!!
ttentonia tenmovme
itioendpos gouhtbr
rsscepo eevnorye
gcuhat ddlsuney
redyaal eadbr
heitcnk dryea
lorpbbay renowd
scaue ecno
erhet dplsaee
moeerllycpt nogheu
abefilruu eeexcirs
rhiet iceov
swdrtao toghulah
urseco aeurtn
gnoma
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Name:_______ Teacher Key_______ _____________Date: _ __________________
Words Within Words
Look for little words within each of your spelling words, not all of the words will have 
smaller words.
There The Already Al
Pleased Please Beautiful Beauty (with no Y)
Brought Ought Although Though
Nature At Exercised Exercise
Voice Ice Suddenly Sudden
Course Toward To
Bread Read Positioned Position
Probably Pro Among A
Once On Caught A
Enough No Process Pro
Ready Read Completely Complete
Attention Ten Kitchen Hen
Movement Move Their The
Everyone Every One Wonder On
Cause Use
Have fun with your words, unscramble your mixed up spelling words!!
ttentonia Attention tenmovme Movement
itioendpos Positioned gouhtbr Brought
rsscepo Process eevnorye Everyone
gcuhat Caught ddlsuney Suddenly
redyaal Already eadbr Bread
heitcnk Kitchen dryea Ready
lorpbbay Probably renowd Wonder
scaue Cause ecno Once
erhet There dplsaee Pleased
moeerllycpt Completely nogheu Enough
abefilruu Beautiful eeexcirs Exercise
rhiet Their Iceov Voice
swdrtao Towards toghulah Although
urseco Course aeurtn Nature
gnoma Among
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APPENDIX J
CLOZE PARAGRAPH
151
Name:______________________________________ Date:____________________
Cloze Paragraph
Fill in the blanks using your spelling words; make sure the definition makes sense in the sentence
Once 1. was a dog named Fred, he 2.___________at a 3.___________ gym that was
located in the forest. Fred liked to exercise in 4.___________it made him feel refreshed. He loved to
run on the mountain 5. that the gym had just laid. He had been working out for four
weeks and was very 6.__________with the results that he was seeing. The last time he was working
out he was startled 7. by a 8. that yelled in his ear. It was his best friend
named Biff. 9.______________ loved Biff because he was 10. hilarious.
11. Biff played a practical joke on Fred, and it 12.______________ Fred completely off
guard and everyone laughed.
Biff was hiding in the 13. one day, he had 14.____________ himself behind the
table but he face 15._____________ the door so he could see Fred come into the room. When Fred
came into the kitchen he did not see Biff or any other 16. in the room. Fred was super
hungry so he 17. out the 18. and the lunch meat and made himself the best
sandwich he had ever seen, he looked at it with 19. and glee. He turned around to get a
soda and when he returned the sandwich was gone, he wondered what the 20. of the
disappear was. He thought that he must be going 21._________ , he knew that he 22. had
23. out the food and made his sandwich 24._____________ it was not here. So he got
out the bread again and was 25. to go through the 26.___________ again, when he saw
a movement that caught his 27. , it was his best friend Biff eating his sandwich behind
the table. They ate 28.___________ sandwiches to last them a year, and they laughed 29.
themselves for hours.
Fred and Biff had an excellent friendship. 30. friendship was an envy of all the
people they knew.
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Cloze Paragraph
Fill in the blanks using your spelling words; make sure the definition makes sense in the sentence
Once 1. there was a dog named Fred, he 2. exercised at a 3. beautiful gym that was located in the 
forest. Fred liked to exercise in 4. nature it made him feel refreshed. He loved to run on the mountain 5. 
course that the gym had just laid. He had been working out for four weeks and was very 6. pleased with 
the results that he was seeing. The last time he was working out he was startled 7. suddenly by a 8. 
voice that yelled in his ear. It was his best friend named Biff. 9. Everyone loved Biff because he was 10. 
completely hilarious. 11. Once, Biff played a practical joke on Fred, and it 12. caught Fred completely 
off guard and everyone laughed.
Biff was hiding in the 13. kitchen one day, he had 14. positioned himself behind the table but he 
face 15. toward the door so he could see Fred come into the room. When Fred came into the kitchen he 
did not see Biff or any other 16. movement in the room. Fred was super hungiy so he 17. brought out 
the 18. bread and the lunch meat and made himself the best sandwich he had ever seen, he looked at it 
with 19. wonder and glee. He turned around to get a soda and when he returned the sandwich was gone, 
he wondered what the 20. cause of the disappear was. He thought that he must be going 21. crazy, he 
knew that he 22. already had 23. brought out the food and made his sandwich 24. although it was not 
here. So he got out the bread again and was 25. ready to go through the 26. process again, when he saw 
a movement that caught his 27. attention, it was his best friend Biff eating his sandwich behind the 
table. They ate 28. enough sandwiches to last them a year, and they laughed 29. among themselves for 
hours.
Fred and Biff had an excellent friendship. 30. Their friendship was an envy of all the people they 
knew.
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APPENDIX K
SPELLING ASSESSMENT
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Name:______________________________________ Date:____________________
Spelling Test
Definition Word Test: Fill in the blanks using your spelling words, make sure the meaning of the 
word make sense in the sentence you placed it in.
The Fox Dines Out
The arrogant fox strolled into 1._______________ restaurant and 2._______ ■ himself at a
prime table. He was 3._____________hungry for his dinner. After a lengthy 4._______________ of
study of the menu, he 5.___________demanded the 6._______________ of the waiter. He was all
7.______________ to order. He chose his favorites-barbeque ribs and 8._____________ pudding.
When the waiter 9._______________ his meal, the fox glared at the food, indication trouble. As
was his 10.___________ , the fox 11._______________ little constraint as he sharply reprimanded the
poor waiter in a loud 12.____________ . “You 13._________________ call this a meal, but I don’t!
These portions are 14._______________ the smallest I ever seen! Of 15._______________ , you’ll
bring me more at 16._______________ !”
The waiter hurried 17._______________ the 18._____________ and returned with portions three
times the size as before. Now 19._______________ were 20.___________________ ribs to feed a
whole family! This 21._________________ the fox and he promptly gulped down
22.________________of them. 23._____________ he was felling full, he devoured the pudding next
and liked the bowl 24._____________ clean.
As the fox prepared to leave, he found that the slightest 25.______________ was painful. His
enlarged stomach was 26.______________between the table and his chair. He struggled late into the
evening to free himself. The other diners had finished 27.______________ meals. Soon everyone had
left. Still the suffering fox could not budge. He began to 28.______________ if he should have eaten
less.
Indeed, too much of a good thing may 29.______________ regret. Please advise this forlorn fox.
Focus Skill of the week: Add the appropriate suffix to the end of the word, be careful you may have to 
drop or add a letter.
Add the ed suffix:
value___________________ flag___________________empty _______________
Add the able suffix:
compare_________________advise_________________exchange____________
Add the ness suffix:
empty___________________forgetful_______________useless______________
Add the er suffix:
healthy__________________gray__________________ wander______________
Add the ment suffix:
move___________________ agree__________________punish_______________
Add the less suffix:
fear____________________ point__________________wire________________
Add the s or es suffix:
hurry___________________ crash_________________ mix_________________
Add the ing suffix:
charge__________________ omit__________________ bully________________
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Proofreading Test: Underline the words that are spelled incorrectly.
Windoe Exercize Natural Further
Production Engine Shore Prosess
Sharpener Therefore Totally Board
Cottin Bread Radios Difficulty
Dessert Intrest Throughout Believealbe
Controllable Senseless Visitor Island
Sell Safely Producing Pleese
Officer Weightless
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Spelling Test
Definition Word Test: Fill in the blanks using your spelling words, make sure the meaning of the 
word make sense in the sentence you placed it in.
The Fox Dines Out
The arrogant fox strolled into 1 .beautiful restaurant and 2. positioned himself at a prune table. He 
was 3. already hungry for his dinner. After a lengthy 4. process of study of the menu, he 5. suddenly 
demanded the 6. attention of the waiter. He was all 7. ready to order. He chose his favorites-barbeque 
ribs and 8. bread pudding.
When the waiter 9. brought his meal, the fox glared at the food, indication trouble. As was his 10. 
nature, the fox 11. exercised little constraint as he sharply reprimanded the poor waiter in a loud 12. 
voice. “You 13. probably call this a meal, but I don’t! These portions are 14. among the smallest I ever 
seen! Of 15. course, you’ll bring me more at 16. once!”
The waiter hurried 17. toward the 18. kitchen and returned with portions three thnes the size as 
before. Now 19. there were 20. enough ribs to feed a whole family! This 21. pleased the fox and he 
promptly gulped down 22. everyone of them. 23. Although he was felling full, he devoured the 
pudding next and liked the bowl 24. completely clean.
As the fox prepared to leave, he found that the slightest 25. movement was painful. His enlarged 
stomach was 26. caught between the table and his chair. He struggled late into the evening to free 
himself. The other diners had finished 27. their meals. Soon had left. Still the suffering fox could not 
budge. He began to 28. wonder if he should have eaten less.
Indeed, too much of a good thing may 29. cause regret. Please advise this forlorn fox.
Focus Skill of the week: Add the appropriate suffix to the end of the word, be careful you may 
have to drop or add a letter.
Add the ed suffix: 
value valued flag flagged emptv emptied
Add the able suffix:
compare comparable advise advisable exchange exchangeable
Add the ness suffix:
emptv emptiness forgetful forgetfulness useless uselessness
Add the er suffix:
healthy healthier gray graver wander wanderer
Add the ment suffix:
move movement agree agreement punish punishment
Add the less suffix:
fear fearless point pointless wire wireless
Add the s or es suffix:
hurry hurries crash crashes mix mixes
Add the ing suffix:
charge charging omit omitting bully bulling
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Proofreading Test: Underline the words that are spelled incorrectly.
Windoe Exercize Natural Further
Production Engine Shore Prosess
Sharpener Therefore Totally Board
Cottin Bread Radios Difficulty
Dessert Intrest Throughout Believealbe
Controllable Senseless Visitor Island
Sell Safely Producing Pleese
Officer Weightless
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